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 Statement of Disclaimer 
 
This project report is a result of a class assignment; it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of the course 
requirements. Acceptance of this report in fulfillment of the course requirements does not imply technical accuracy or 
reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include, but may not be 
limited to, catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State 
University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
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Abstract 
 
This report analyzes the Cotchett Education Building on the Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo College campus.  Since this is an 
existing building, with various modifications made during the life of the building, it was analyzed as an existing building. 
NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition (LSC) contains requirements for existing buildings, and was the primary code 
used in this analysis. Other codes used in analysis were referenced in each section. 
 
The Cotchett Education Building meets most requirements of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition. However, there 
are recommendations regarding exiting and the alarm system. See section 7 of this analysis for these recommendations. 
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 Fire Protection Analysis 
Cotchett Education Building 
Building 002 
Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo 
1 General 
1.1 Introduction 
 
This report analyzes the Cotchett Education Building on the Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo College campus.  Since this is an 
existing building, with various modifications made during the life of the building, it was analyzed as an existing building. 
NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition (LSC) contains requirements for existing buildings, and was the primary code 
used in this analysis. Other codes used in analysis were referenced in each section. 
 
The Cotchett Education Building meets most requirements of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition. However, there 
are recommendations regarding exiting and the alarm system. See section 7 of this analysis for these recommendations. 
 
The Cotchett Education Building is a three story (basement plus 2 stories) unsprinklered building on the Cal Poly, San 
Luis Obispo College campus. It is a college classroom building, with some offices and lecture halls.  There are also some 
mechanical, electrical and storage rooms. 
 
The Cotchett Education Building was built in the 1940s, and was extensively remodeled when the adjoining Business 
Building was built in approximately 1989. The central, open stairway was added at this time. 
 
The Basement is primarily offices, maintenance facilities, storage, electrical rooms and mechanical rooms. It is roughly 
16624 square feet in area. 
 
The First Floor is primarily offices, classrooms, teaching labs and lecture rooms. It is roughly 15577 square feet in area. 
 
The Second Floor is primarily classrooms, teaching labs and lecture rooms. It is roughly 11640 square feet in area. 
 
The clock tower is not considered occupiable space. 
1.2 Plans 
 
Available plans were requested from the Facilities Department at California Polytechnic State University. 
 
Almost no original plans for the Cotchett Education Building are available from the original, 1940s construction. 
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However, when the adjoining Business Building was built in approximately 1989 the code analysis was based on the 
combined buildings. This analysis will be based on the combined height, area and other features of both buildings, since 
they were analyzed as a single structure when the Business Building was built. 
 
Selected plans from the 1989 addition and remodeling, focusing on the Cotchett Education Building are included in 
Appendix 3. 
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1.3 Applicable Code 
 
Since this is an existing building, with various modifications made during the life of the building, it will be analyzed as an 
existing building. NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition (LSC) contains requirements for existing buildings, and will be 
the primary code used in this analysis. Other codes used in analysis will be referenced in each section. 
1.4 Assumptions 
 
This analysis is based in floor plans acquired from the Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Facility Services Department. Since this 
analysis is being performed based on plans only, without access to complete original plans and specifications, and access 
to the building for a physical survey is impractical, some assumptions are being made for the sake of the analysis. These 
assumptions are listed in the body of this analysis. 
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2 Structural Analysis 
 
 
The Cotchett Education Building was built in the 1940s, and was extensively remodeled when the adjoining Business 
Building was built in approximately 1989. The central, open stairway was added at that time.  
The building was added to, and remodeled to the Uniform Building Code, 1985 edition, and designed as Type II FR 
construction. This is the equivalent to IBC construction type IB. 
This Structural Code Analysis is based on The International Building Code, 2009 edition (IBC) requirements for new 
construction. All table and section references in this chapter are to International Building Code, 2009 edition (IBC).  
Analyzing the building under this standard allows comparison to current expected levels of safety, even though it was 
designed to earlier standards. 
 
2.1 Occupancies 
 
The bulk of the building is Business Occupancy, per Section 304 of the IBC is defines as: 
 
304.1 Business Group B. Business Group B occupancy includes, among others, the use of a building or structure, or a 
portion thereof, for office, professional or service-type transactions, including storage of records and accounts. Business 
occupancies shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 
 
Educational occupancies for students above the 12th grade. 
 
There are also offices, also classified as Business Occupancy. (IBC, section 304.1) 
 
Minor storage rooms, lecture rooms and electrical and mechanical rooms are considered as accessory to the 
predominate Business Occupancy. (IBC, section 508.3.1) No separations between occupancies are required per table 
508.3.3. 
2.2 Height and Area 
 
Building Height of the combined building, as defined in Section 502.1 is 61.5 feet.  
Overall building is 3 stories above grade. 
Building Area 
Cotchett Education Building Basement   16624 sf 
Cotchett Education Building 1st floor    18996 sf 
Cotchett Education Building 2nd floor   15120 sf 
Business Building  Ground    29308 sf 
Business Building  1st floor    16730 sf 
Business Building  2nd floor   22700 sf 
Business Building  3rd floor   13000 sf 
Total Building Area    132478 sf 
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Largest Story (Ground/Basement)    45932 sf 
2.2.1 Increase due to Open Frontage  
 
Increase due to Open Frontage per Section 506.2  
Area increase due to frontage = If = [F/P – 0.25] W / 30 
From 1989 remodeling/addition plans, Building Code Information & Misc. Notes table on Sheet T-1, (Appendix 1) there 
is separation on 2 of the 4 sides giving a F/P of 0.5. 
The following assumptions are made: 
F/P = 0.5 
W = Width of public way or open space = minimum of 30 ft. 
If = [0.5 – 0.25] 30 / 30 = 0.25 
2.2.2 Maximum Floor Area for Unsprinklered Building 
From the Building Code Information & Misc. Notes (Appendix 1), the building is unsprinklered. 
Maximum Floor Area for Unsprinklered Building per Section 506.1  
Allowable building area per story = Aa = {At + [At x If] + [At x Is]} 
At = tabular building area per floor from table 503 
If = Area increase due to frontage = 0.25 
Is = Area increase due to sprinklers = 0 if unsprinklered 
Aa = {At + [At x 0.25] + [At x 0]} = 1.25 At 
For each construction type, maximum allowable unsprinklered building area per story  
= 1.25 x At (from table 503) 
Additionally, Section 506.4.1 limits unsprinklered buildings of 3 stories or more to a total building floor area of 3 times 
Aa. 
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2.2.3  Maximum Building Height and Stories 
 
Maximum building height and stories for unsprinklered buildings are shown in Table 503. This agrees with the Building 
Code Information & Misc. Notes from the original construction. 
2.2.4 Allowable Height and Area Summary 
 
Total Building Area    132,478 sf 
Largest Story (Ground/Basement)  45,932 sf 
Building Height     61.5 feet.  
Overall building Stories    3 stories above grade 
 
Unsprinklered Building 
 Max. Height 
Above Grade 
Maximum 
Stories Above 
Grade 
Maximum 
Tabular Area 
(At) 
Maximum 
Allowable 
Area per Floor 
(Aa) 
Maximum 
Allowable 
Total Building 
Area  
Source From Table 
503 
From Table 
503 
From Table 
503 
At x 1.25 Per 
Section 506.1 
Aa x 3 
Per Section 
506.4.1 
Units (ft)  (sf) (sf) (sf) 
Minimum 
Required for 
This Building 
61.5 3 N/A 45,932 132,478 
Construction 
Type 
     
IA Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 
IB 160 11 Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 
IIA 65 5 37,500 46,875  140,625 
IIB 55 3 23,000 28,750    86,250 
IIIA 65 5 28,500 35,625  106,875 
IIIB 55 3 19,000 23,750    71,250 
IV 65 5 36,000 45,000  113,500 
VA 50 3 18,000 22,500    67,500 
VB 40 2   9,000 11,250    33,750 
 
Note: Table entries in red are insufficient and these construction types are not allowable for this building if 
unsprinklered. 
Table entries in green are for actually used construction type IB 
The primary restricting factors are individual floor area and overall building area.  
These factors restrict unsprinklered construction types to IA, 1B and IIA for this building. 
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 2.2.5 IBC Fire Resistance Requirements  
The IBC would allow unsprinklered construction types IA, 1B and IIA for this building. 
The building was actually constructed to the Uniform Building Code, 1985 edition, Type II FR construction. This has very 
similar fire resistance requirements to IBC Type IB. Because of this, this analysis will be based on IBC Type IB 
construction, which is acceptable for this building. 
 
Building Element Required by Table 601, IBC, 
2009 Edition, Type IB 
Required by Uniform Building 
Code, 1985 edition, Type II FR 
Primary Structural Frame 2 hr 2 hr 
Nonbearing Walls and 
Partitions 
0 hr 0 hr 
Floor Construction and 
Secondary Members 
2 hr 2 hr 
Roof Construction and 
Secondary Members 
1 hr 1 hr 
 
Per Table 602, and based on a minimum separation distance of 30 feet, no fire resistance rating is required for exterior 
walls. This agrees with the Building Code Information & Misc. Notes (Appendix 1)   from the remodeling construction. 
Per Section 708.4, shafts (including stairwells) shall have a minimum fire resistance rating of 1 hr if connecting less than 
four stories; however they shall have a minimum fire resistance rating of no less than the floor that they are separating, 
in this case 2 hours. This 2 hour shaft requirement agrees with the Building Code Information & Misc. Notes from the 
remodeling construction. 
Per table 715.4, 1-1/2 hour door assemblies are required at the 2 hour rated stairwells. 
 
2.3 Actual Building Construction 
 
Since this analysis is being performed based on plans only, without access to complete original plans and specifications, 
and access to the building for a physical survey is impractical, assumptions are being made for the sake of the analysis. 
 
The Cotchett Education Building was built in the 1940s, and was extensively remodeled when the adjoining Business 
Building was built in approximately 1989. The central, open stairway was added at that time.  
 
The building was added to and remodeled to the Uniform Building Code, 1985 edition, designed to Type II FR 
construction. 
As noted above in section 2.1.7, and as detailed in the Building Code Information & Misc. Notes (Appendix 1) from the 
addition and remodeling construction, the following criteria apply: 
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Applicable Code  Uniform Building Code, 1985 edition 
Construction Type  II FR 
Structural Frame  2 hr 
Shaft Enclosures  2 hr 
Floors    2 hr 
Roof    1 hr 
Interior Walls and Partitions 0 hr 
No fire resistance rating is required for exterior walls. 
Minimal information is available on the original 1940s construction, but based on the 1989 classification of Uniform 
Building Code, 1985 edition, Type II FR construction; it should at least meet these requirements. 
The remodeling plans show the existing structure as steel frame with concrete roof and floor decks, new structural 
elements were to be sprayed with 2 hr fireproofing. 
The existing walls are shown as lath and plaster, presumably on metal studs to meet non-combustible requirements. 
New GWB partitions are shown in the remodeled areas, unrated in most areas, 2 hour rated at the new stairwell. While 
the wall detail sheets were not included in the plans available, it is presumed that the remodeled walls were built with 
metal studs. 
2.4 Structural Conclusions 
 
Based on the available information, this building meets the structural fire protection requirements cited in The 
International Building Code, 2009 edition (IBC) requirements for new construction. 
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3 Exiting and Code Analysis 
3.1 Applicable Code 
 
This Exiting and Code Analysis is based on NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition (LSC) requirements for existing 
construction. All references in this section are to this code. 
 
3.2 Assumptions 
 
Horizontal exits to and from Business 03 are not considered in the base analysis. Exiting capacity from this building is 
more than sufficient without considering exiting to Business 03, and Business 03 has not been analyzed as to suitability 
for horizontal exiting.  
3.3 Prescriptive Requirements 
3.3.1 Occupancies 
 
Occupancy classifications are defined in section 6.1 of the Life Safety Code. 
 
The bulk of the building is Business Occupancy, which the Life Safety Code defines as: 
 
Business Occupancy.  An occupancy used for the transaction of business other than mercantile. 
 
The building is primarily college classrooms. College and university instructional buildings, classrooms under 50 persons, 
and instructional laboratories are classified as Business Occupancy. (LSC, section A.6.1.11.1) 
 
There are also offices, also classified as Business Occupancy. (LSC, section A.6.1.11.1) 
 
Minor storage rooms and electrical and mechanical rooms are considered as incidental to the predominate Business 
Occupancy. (LSC, section 6.1.14.1.3)  
 
College and university classrooms, 50 persons and over are classified as Assembly Occupancy. (LSC, section A.6.1.2.1)  
 
The Business and Assembly occupancies will be treated as Mixed Occupancies, needing to meet the more restrictive of 
the two occupancies. (LSC, section 6.1.14.3) 
 
Occupancies are shown in Appendix 2. 
 
General requirements for existing Business Occupancy are in LSC, Chapter 39. 
General requirements for existing Assembly Occupancy are in LSC, Chapter 13. 
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 3.3.2 Exiting Analysis 
 
3.3.2.1 Occupant Loads 
 
Occupant Load factors are obtained from LSC table 7.3.1.2. 
 
Area      Occupancy LSC section Occupant Load Factor   
        per LSC table 7.3.1.2  
Classrooms 50 or over Occupants    Assembly 6.1.2.1   15 Net 
(Less concentrated use, without fixed seating)  
Classrooms under 50 Occupants   Business 6.1.11.1     20 
(Educational use, classrooms)   
Offices, other Business Uses     Business 6.1.11.1     100 
Storage, other than storage and mercantile Storage  6.1.13.1  500    
Because the building is primarily Business Occupancy, and Business Occupancy is based on gross square footage, areas 
such as corridors and mechanical and electrical rooms will be analyzed at the Business Occupancy load of 100 ft2 per 
person. 
 
See Appendix 3 for occupant loads for each room and floor. 
 
3.3.2.2 Individual Room Egress Capacity  
 
Life Safety Code, section 7.2.1.2.3.2 requires: Door openings in means of egress shall be not 
less than 32 in. in clear width. All doors are at least 32 inch. 
 
The Life Safety Code, Table 7.3.3.1, gives a capacity factor of 0.2 in/person for level components. 
 
For 32 inch doors, this yields: 
 
32 in / 0.2 in/person = 160 person door capacity 
 
As shown in Appendix 3, no rooms in the building have an occupant load of over 100, so all individual room door 
capacities (32 inches or 160 persons) are sufficient. 
 
3.3.2.3 Rooms Requiring More than One Exit 
 
Rooms 126, 127 and 206 have occupant loads of over 50 and are classified as Assembly Occupancy. They are required to 
have two means of egress, and do. LSC, section 7.5.1.3.1 requires the two means of egress in each of these rooms to be 
remotely located from each other. They all comply with this requirement.   
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3.3.2.4 Stairways 
 
There are four stairways in the building and they comply with several provisions of the code, as noted. 
 
Stair locations are shown in Appendix 1. 
Rated separations are shown in Appendix 4. 
 
Capacity factors are from LSC Table 7.3.3.1 
 
Door Capacity Factor 0.2 in. / person 
Stair Capacity Factor 0.3 in. / person 
 
Per LSC Section 7.3.3.2: 
For stairways wider than 44 in. (1120 mm) and subject to the 0.3 in. width per person capacity factor, the capacity shall 
be permitted to be increased using the following equation: 
 
C = 146.7 + (Wn – 44)/0.218 
  
where: 
C = capacity, in persons, rounded to the nearest integer 
Wn = nominal width of the stair in inches 
 
LSC Table 7.2.2.2.1.2 requires a minimum stair width of 44 inches for stairs with a cumulative occupant load of under 
2000 persons. Total occupancy of the building is under 1000 and each stairway is 56 inches wide, so this requirement is 
easily met. 
 3.3.2.4.1 Stair 1 
 
Serves Floors:  Basement and First 
Provides Exiting for: Basement, Not considered in egress analysis. 
Discharges to:  First Floor (Corridor) 
Rated Separation at: Basement 
Stair Width:  56” 
Stair Capacity:  201 Not considered in egress analysis. 
Door Width:  36” 
Door Capacity:  180 Not considered in egress analysis. 
Governing Capacity: 180 (door) Not considered in egress analysis. 
LSC Code Section: 8.6.9 Convenience Openings. 
 
This stairway is only separated from the first floor and cannot serve as a required means of egress. 
 
This stairway complies with LSC, section 8.6.9 Convenience Openings, Which states: 
 
8.6.9.1 Where permitted by Chapters 11 through 43, unenclosed vertical openings not concealed within the building 
construction shall be permitted as follows: 
(1) Such openings shall connect not more than two adjacent stories (one floor pierced only). (Complies) Cotchett Education Building  Page 15 
 
(2) Such openings shall be separated from unprotected vertical openings serving other floors by a barrier complying with 
8.6.5. (Complies) 
(3) Such openings shall be separated from corridors. (Complies) 
(4) In other than approved, existing convenience openings, such openings shall be separated from other fire or smoke 
compartments on the same floor. (Complies) 
(5) In new construction, the convenience opening shall be separated from the corridor referenced in 8.6.9.1(3) by a 
smoke partition, unless Chapters 11 through 43 require the corridor to have a fire resistance rating. (Complies) 
(6)* Such openings shall not serve as a required means of egress. (Complies) 
 3.3.2.4.2 Stair 2 
 
Serves Floors:  Basement, First and Second 
Provides Exiting for: Basement, First and Second  
Discharges to:  Outside (between the basement and first floor) 
Rated Separation at: Basement, First and Second  
Stair Width:  56” 
Stair Capacity:  201 
Door Width:  42” 
Door Capacity:  210 
Governing Capacity: 201 (stair) 
LSC Code Section: 8.6.5 Required Fire Resistance Rating 
 
This is a conventional egress stairway, connecting all three floors and is required to have a 1- hour fire separation.  
 
This stairway discharges outside at the intermediate landing between the basement and first floor, through a 42 inch 
door. The Basement door is also a 42 inch door. Both the First and Second Floors have 96 inch double doors feeding this 
stair.  
 
This stairway complies with LSC, section 8.6.5 Required Fire Resistance Rating which states: 
The minimum fire resistance rating for the enclosure of floor openings shall be as follows (see 7.1.3.2.1 for enclosure of 
exits): 
(1) Enclosures connecting four or more stories in new construction — 2-hour fire barriers 
(2) Other enclosures in new construction — 1-hour fire barriers (Complies) 3.3.2.4.3 Stair 3 
 
Serves Floors:  First and Second 
Provides Exiting for: Second  
Discharges to:  First Floor (Corridor) 
Rated Separation at: None 
Stair Width:  56” 
Stair Capacity:  201 
Door Width:  64” 
Door Capacity:  320 
Governing Capacity: 201 (stair) 
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This is an open stairway that discharges at the first floor corridor C01. Rated separations enclose the combined first floor 
corridor C11, second floor corridor C21 (north end) and stair, creating a Communicating Space. The first floor corridor 
C11 discharges to outdoors.  
 
This stairway would be classified by the LSC, section 8.6.6, as Communicating Space which states: 
 
Unless prohibited by Chapters 11 through 43, unenclosed floor openings forming a communicating space between floor 
levels shall be permitted, provided that the following conditions are met: 
(1) The communicating space does not connect more than three contiguous stories. (Complies, connects two stories) 
(2) The lowest or next-to-lowest story within the communicating space is a street floor. (Lowest floor discharges at street 
level) 
(3) The entire floor area of the communicating space is open and unobstructed, such that a fire in any part of the space 
will be readily obvious to the occupants of the space prior to the time it becomes an occupant hazard. (Does not comply) 
(4) The communicating space is separated from the remainder of the building by fire barriers with not less than a 1-hour 
fire resistance rating, (Complies)  
(5) The communicating space has ordinary hazard contents protected throughout by an approved automatic sprinkler 
system in accordance with Section 9.7 (No sprinkler system)or has only low hazard contents (Strict administrative 
controls would be required). (See 6.2.2.)  
(6) Egress capacity is sufficient to allow all the occupants of all levels within the communicating space to simultaneously 
egress the communicating space by considering it as a single floor area in determining the required egress capacity. 
(Complies, egress capacity of 320 is sufficient.) 
(7)* Each occupant within the communicating space has access to not less than one exit without having to traverse 
another story within the communicating space. (Complies) 
(8) Each occupant not in the communicating space has access to not less than one exit without having to enter the 
communicating space. (Does not comply) 
 
This stairway was part of the analysis and remodeling done in the late 1980s, and this arrangement was acceptable 
under the UBC of the time: 
 
Sec. 3309.(a) General. Interior stairways, ramps or escalators shall be enclosed as specified in this section. 
EXCEPTIONS: 1. In other than Groups H and I Occupancies, an enclosure need not be provided for a stairway, 
ramp or escalator serving only one adjacent floor and not connected with corridors or stairways serving other 
floors. 
 
(See recommendations) 3.3.2.4.4 Stair 4 
 
Serves Floors:  First and Second 
Provides Exiting for: Second  
Discharges to:  First Floor (Lobby) 
Rated Separation at: First and Second  
Stair Width:  56” 
Stair Capacity:  201 
Door Width:  (2) 96 inch doorways at Second Floor, (3) 72 inch doorways at First Floor Lobby  
Door Capacity:  1080 
Governing Capacity: 201 (stair) 
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This is an open stairway that discharges at the first floor lobby. Rated separations enclose the combined first floor lobby, 
second floor lobby and stair, creating a Communicating Space. The lobby discharges to both outdoors and the Business 
03 building. Horizontal exits to Business 03 are not considered in the base analysis, since exiting capacity from this 
building is more than sufficient without considering exiting to Business 03. 
 
This stairway complies with LSC, section 8.6.6, Communicating Space which states: 
 
Unless prohibited by Chapters 11 through 43, unenclosed floor openings forming a communicating space between floor 
levels shall be permitted, provided that the following conditions are met: 
(1) The communicating space does not connect more than three contiguous stories. (Complies, connects two stories) 
(2) The lowest or next-to-lowest story within the communicating space is a street floor. (Lowest floor discharges at street 
level) 
(3) The entire floor area of the communicating space is open and unobstructed, such that a fire in any part of the space 
will be readily obvious to the occupants of the space prior to the time it becomes an occupant hazard. (Complies) 
(4) The communicating space is separated from the remainder of the building by fire barriers with not less than a 1-hour 
fire resistance rating, (Complies)  
(5) The communicating space has ordinary hazard contents protected throughout by an approved automatic sprinkler 
system in accordance with Section 9.7 (No sprinkler system) or has only low hazard contents (Strict administrative 
controls would be required). (See 6.2.2.)  
 (6) Egress capacity is sufficient to allow all the occupants of all levels within the communicating space to simultaneously 
egress the communicating space by considering it as a single floor area in determining the required egress capacity. 
(Complies, egress capacity of 1080 is sufficient for entire building.) 
(7)* Each occupant within the communicating space has access to not less than one exit without having to traverse 
another story within the communicating space. (Complies) 
(8) Each occupant not in the communicating space has access to not less than one exit without having to enter the 
communicating space. (Complies) 
 
This stairway was part of the analysis and remodeling done in the late 1980s, and this arrangement was acceptable 
under the UBC of the time: 
 
Sec. 3309.(a) General. Interior stairways, ramps or escalators shall be enclosed as specified in this section. 
EXCEPTIONS: 1. In other than Groups H and I Occupancies, an enclosure need not be provided for a stairway, 
ramp or escalator serving only one adjacent floor and not connected with corridors or stairways serving other 
floors. 
 
(See recommendations) 
 
3.3.2.5 Egress by Floor 
 3.3.2.5.1 Basement 
 
The Basement is primarily offices, maintenance facilities, storage, electrical rooms and mechanical rooms. It is roughly 
16624 square feet in area. 
 
The Basement occupant load from Appendix 4 is 183 persons. 
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Basement exiting capacity: 
 
Location Door Width Door Capacity Stair Width  Stair Capacity Governing Capacity  
Corridor C05       36”           180 56” (exterior)           201  180 
Corridor C01       64”           320 66” (exterior)           247  247 
Corridor C02       64”           320 2@48” (exterior)         330  320 
Stair 2        42”           210 56”             201  201 
Room 10       36”           180 56” (exterior)            201  180 
Total Basement Exit Capacity                     948 
 
Total available exiting capacity of 948 persons greatly exceeds occupant load of 183. 
 
Stair 1 also serves the basement, but since it is a Convenience Opening it is not considered in egress calculations. 
 3.3.2.5.2 First Floor 
 
The First Floor is primarily offices, classrooms, teaching labs and lecture rooms. It is roughly 15577 square feet in area. 
 
The First Floor occupant load from Appendix 4 is 405 persons. 
 
First Floor exiting capacity: 
 
Location Door Width Door Capacity Stair Width  Stair Capacity Governing Capacity  
Corridor C15       64”           320 N/A            N/A  320 
Corridor C11       64”           320 84” (interior)           330  320 
Corridor C12    3@ 72”        1080 N/A            N/A             1080 
Stair 2  42” (see Stairs)          210 56”             201  201 
Total First Floor Exit Capacity                   1921 
 
Total available exiting capacity of 1921 persons greatly exceeds occupant load of 405. 
 3.3.2.5.3 Second Floor 
 
The Second Floor is primarily classrooms, teaching labs and lecture rooms. It is roughly 11640 square feet in area. 
 
The Second Floor occupant load from Appendix 4 is 405 persons. 
 
Second Floor exiting capacity: 
 
Location Door Width Door Capacity Stair Width  Stair Capacity Governing Capacity  
Stair 2  42” (see Stairs)          210        56”             201  201 
Stair 3        N/A           N/A        56”             201  201 
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Total Second Floor Exit Capacity                    603 
 
Total available exiting capacity of 603 persons exceeds occupant load of 405. 
 
3.3.2.6 Egress Arrangement 
 
Exits are shown in Appendix 6 
 3.3.2.6.1 Main Entrance/Exit 
 
At least one stair (stair 4) from floor 2 to 1 must be capable of exiting at least 203 persons. This stair, with a capacity of 
201 persons is marginal for this requirement, being 2 persons overloaded. This could potentially be explained away with 
slightly less conservative assumptions regarding occupant load of the second floor. 
 
LSC section 7.3.1.1.2 requires that the loss of any one means of egress must leave at least 50 percent of the required 
capacity available. Each of the three stairs serving the second floor is rated with a capacity of 201 persons. The two 
other stairs from floor 2 to 1 must be capable of exiting at least 302 persons combined. Any two of the three stairs 
would be capable of exiting 402 people and would meet this requirement. The first floor and basement, with their 
greatly excessive egress capacity will easily meet this requirement. 
 
LSC section 7.7.2 states: Not more than 50 percent of the required number of exits, and not more than 50 percent of the 
required egress capacity, shall discharge through areas on any level of discharge. One of the three means of egress (two 
are required) from the second floor discharges through the first floor. The second floor, with an occupant load of 405, 
has one stairway with a capacity of 201 discharging through the first floor. This is an acceptable arrangement. 
 3.3.2.6.2 Required Number of Means of Egress 
 
LSC section 7.4-1.1 requires at least two means of egress from any space, unless permitted elsewhere in the code. All 
three floors exceed this requirement. 
 
Per LSC, section 7.4.1.2, occupant loads in excess of 500 require at least 3 means of egress. All floors have occupant 
loads under 500, and have at least three means of egress, exceeding this requirement. The overall building has a total 
occupant load of 993 persons which requires at least 3 means of egress. Eight are provided. 
 3.3.2.6.3 Egress Separation 
 
Per LSC section 7.5.1.3.5, an existing building is exempt from minimum diagonal separation distance  requirements, as 
long as the egresses are remotely located. Thus, all three floors meet this requirement. 
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3.3.2.6.4 Maximum Travel Distance  
Per LSC, section 13.2.6.2, maximum travel distance to an exit for unsprinklered assembly occupancies is 200’.  
Per LSC, section 39.2.6.2, maximum travel distance for unsprinklered business occupancies is 200’. 
All points of the building comply with this requirement.  3.3.2.6.5 Maximum Dead End Travel Distance 
 
Per LSC, section 13.2.5.1.3, maximum dead end travel distance for unsprinklered assembly occupancies is 20’.  
Per LSC, section 39.2.5.2, maximum dead end travel distance for unsprinklered business occupancies is 50’. 
This building has exits at the ends of most corridors, so dead ends are minimized. Maximum dead end travel distance is 
approximately 15’, at the basement corridors serving room 24. Thus, all three floors meet this requirement. 
 3.3.2.6.6 Maximum Common Path Distance 
 
Per LSC, section 13.2.5.1.2, maximum common path of travel distance for unsprinklered assembly occupancies with an 
occupant load of over 50 is 20’.  
Per LSC, section 39.2.5.3.1, maximum common path of travel distance for unsprinklered business occupancies is 75’. 
Maximum common path of travel distance is approximately 15’, at the basement corridors serving room 24. Thus, all 
three floors meet this requirement. 
 3.3.2.6.7 Connections to Business 03 Building 
 
There are two first floor and two second floor connections to building Business 03.  Horizontal exits to and from 
Business 03 are not considered in the base analysis. Exiting capacity from this building is more than sufficient without 
considering exiting to Business 03, and Business 03 has not been analyzed as to suitability for horizontal exiting. These 
connections were, however, taken into account when analyzing for dead end and common path travel distances, since 
they would allow alternate means of egress. 
 
3.3.3 Finish Requirements 
3.3.3.1 Interior Finish Requirements 
 
LSC, Section 13.3.3 for Assembly Occupancy and Section 39.3.3 for Business Occupancies contain requirements for 
Interior and floor finishes. 
 
Assembly Occupancy 
Area      Finish Class   
Corridors and Lobbies    Class A or Class B 
Enclosed Stairways    Class A 
Assembly areas with occupant loads up to 300  Class A, Class B, or Class C 
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Area      Finish Class  
Exits and in exit access corridors  Class A or Class B 
Other Business Areas    Class A, Class B, or Class C 
 
Interior finishes must be tested in accordance with the test criteria specified in LSC, table A.10.2. 
 
3.3.3.2 Floor Finish Requirements 
 
No requirements for existing buildings per LSC sections 13.3.3.5 (for assembly occupancies) and 39.3.3.3 (for business 
occupancies). 
 
3.3.4 Separation Requirements 
 
Rated separations are shown in Appendix 4. 
 
LSC Table 6.1.14.4.1 requires a 1 hour separation between assembly and business occupancies. This cannot be further 
reduced. Thus a 1 hour separation is required, unless it is treated as Mixed Occupancies, needing to meet the more 
restrictive of the two occupancies. (LSC, section 6.1.14.3) This will eliminate the need for rated separations between the 
larger lecture halls (assembly occupancy) and the remainder of the building (business occupancy). 
 
See the Stairs section of this report for stairway separation requirements. 
 
LSC, Section 13.3.6 (for assembly occupancies) and section 39.3.6 (for business occupancies) state that there are no 
additional requirements for corridor protection in existing buildings. 
 
3.3.5 Construction Requirements 
 
LSC table 13.1.6 requires construction type I(442), I(332), II(222), II(111), III(211), or IV(2HH) for the assembly floors and 
below for an unsprinklered building. Since the assembly occupancy is on the first and second floors, all floors must be 
one of these construction types. 
 
The building was actually constructed to the Uniform Building Code, 1985 edition, Type II FR construction. This has very 
similar fire resistance requirements to NFPA Type II(222), and is acceptable. ) 
3.3.6 Exit Signs 
 
LSC, Section 12.2.10 (for assembly occupancy) and LSC, Section 38.2.10 (for business occupancy) require that means of 
egress shall be provided with signs in accordance with Section 7.10. 
 
Exit signs will be installed per LSC section 7.10. 
 
Exit sign locations are shown in Appendix 8. 
 
3.3.7 Fire Sprinkler System 
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This is an unsprinklered building. A conceptual design for a proposed sprinkler system is presented in section 5 of this 
analysis. 
 
3.3.8 Fire Alarm System 
 
A fire alarm system is required by section 39.3.4.1. 
 
It must be installed in conformance with section 9.6 and NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 2010 
edition. 
 
It is analyzed in section 4 of this analysis. 
 
3.4 Evacuation Time Analysis 
3.4.1 Occupant Characteristics 
 
Occupants are expected to be primarily students, with some professors and other college staff.  The students will 
generally be young, in decent to good physical condition, and (reasonably) alert and awake. The professors and staff will 
tend to be older than the students, but in generally good enough condition to evacuate reasonably quickly.  
 
The British Standard Institute publication, PD-7974-6:2004 is referenced in the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection 
Engineering, fourth edition, section 3-12. It states that: “when groups of building occupants are considered, a range of 
common situations and developing scenarios can be identified.” 
 
These are summarized in the following table: 
 
Category Occupant Occupant Occupant Enclosure/ Example of    
  Alertness Familiarity Density  Complexity Occupancy Type 
A  Awake  Familiar Low  One or many Office or industrial 
B1  Awake  Unfamiliar High  One or few Shop, restaurant, 
          Circulation space 
B2  Awake  Unfamiliar High  One with  Cinema, theater 
        Focal point 
Ci, Cii  Asleep  Familiar Low  Few  Dwelling 
Ciii  Asleep  Unfamiliar Low  Many  Hotel, hostel 
D  Medical care Unfamiliar Low  Many  Residential  
(institutional) 
E  Transportation Unfamiliar High  Many  Railway station/ 
          Airport 
 
Of these categories, this building best fits Category A. The occupants are awake and familiar with the building. Overall 
population density is relatively low and there are many enclosures. Offices are explicitly in this category and college 
classrooms would also fit into this category.  
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3.4.2 Building Evacuation Time 
 
3.4.2.1 Pre-Movement Time 
 
As discussed under Occupant Characteristics, this building best fits Category A, which includes offices. SFPE Handbook of 
Fire Protection Engineering, fourth edition, contains Table 3-12.2, Delay Times Derived from Actual Fires and Evacuation 
Exercises Reported in the Referenced Literature.  
This table includes the following data. Delay times are in minutes: 
 
Event Description  Median  Mean  Factors 
    Delay Time Delay Time 
High-rise Office Building 1.0  N/A  Fire incident, no alarms, data from  
        Interviews with occupants of four floors  
Of building (11 interviewees were trapped) 
High-rise Office Building 1.0  1.2  Unannounced drill on 3 floors, data for  
        First person to reach each of 4 stairwell 
        Doors to wait for voice instruction;  
        Trained staff; data from video 
Recordings 
Mid-rise Office Building  0.6  0.6  Unannounced drill; good alarm  
        Performance; fire wardens; warm day 
Mid-rise Office Building  0.9  1.1  Unannounced drill; good alarm  
        Performance; fire wardens; cool day 
 
Based on the above data, the fact that an alarm system will be provided, and that faculty will perform a roll similar to 
floor wardens, a pre-movement time (Tp) of 1 minute was selected. This assumes occupant reaction will be close to ideal 
and given the lack of real-world data, is very uncertain. However, it will be applied to exit time calculations, which will be 
used to calculate a best case evacuation time, so would be appropriate. 
 
3.4.2.2 Hand Calculation 
 
The hydraulic flow model was used to estimate evacuation time from the Cotchett Education Building. The following 
factors are summed to give a minimum estimated egress time: 
 Pre-movement time (Tp) 
 Time to pass through exit (Te) 
 Travel time on stairs (Tt) 
 
The following assumptions were made: 
All persons will start to evacuate at the same instant. 
Occupant flow will not involve any interruptions caused by decisions of the individuals involved. 
All or most of the persons involved are free of disabilities that would significantly impede their ability to keep up 
with the movement of a group. 
Flow through doorways and stairways is at optimal rate. Cotchett Education Building  Page 24 
 
On each floor, the occupant load is distributed evenly between exit stairways and doorways. 
Travel time to exits is not considered. 
Calculated path of egress is along centerline of path. 
Occupants were considered exited once they left the exit stairway or doorway to the exterior of the building 
Pre-movement time is 1 minute as discussed above. 
 
Constants from SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, third edition, section three, chapter 14, Emergency 
Movement: 
 
Constant   Unit  Doorway Stair, 7” rise, 11” tread 
K    ft/min  275   212 
a    ft2/p  2.86   2.86 
Fs,max    p/min/ft 24   18.5 
Dmax    p/ft2  0.175   0.175 
Total Boundary Layer  ft  1.0 (12 in)  1.0 (12 in) 
Stairway conversion Factor N/A  N/A   1.85 3.4.2.2.1 Time to pass through exit (Te) 
 
Calculated flow rate, Fc for doorways and stairways is determined using the equation: 
 
Fc  = Fs We 
Where 
Fc = Calculated flow (p/min) 
Fs = specific flow (p/min/ft) 
We = effective width (ft) = width of stair – 1.0 ft 
 
Using this formula, the Calculated flow rate, Fc for various doorways and stairways was calculated. 
 
Width Door/Stair We Fs Fc 
42” Door  30” 24 60 p/min 
64” Door  52” 24 104 p/min 
72” Door  60” 24 120 p/min 
96” Door  84” 24 168 p/min 
56” Stair  44” 18.5 67 p/min 
84” Stair  72” 18.5 111 p/min 
 
It is assumed that exiting from each floor will be split evenly between the egress stairways and doorways on each floor. 
 
Floor  Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress  Total Egress Capacity   
            (Persons per LSC) 
Basement  183  5   37   948 
First   405  4   102   1921 
Second   405  3   135   603 Cotchett Education Building  Page 25 
 
 
The Basement has a low occupant load and high egress capacity. The First Floor has a similar occupant load to the 
Second Floor and much greater egress capacity, so only the Second Floor will be considered. 
 
The Second Floor is served by three 56” stairways. 
 
Stairway 2 has a 96” double door at the second floor, a 56” stair and a 42” egress door at the landing between the 
basement and first floor, which is the most restricting component. All three floors exit through this door. 
 
Stairway 3 has no door at the second floor, a 56” stair and joins at the first floor to discharge through a 64” doorway. 
 
Stairway 4 has two 96” double doors at the second floor, a 56” stair and joins at the first floor to discharge through three 
72” doorways. 
 
By far stairway 2 has the highest assumed egress load, with people egressing from all three floors. Additionally, it has 
the greatest restriction, with the 42” egress door. This is the most demanding egress path and will be examined. 
 
Occupants Using Stair 2 
 
Floor  Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress   
Basement  183  5   37    
First   405  4   102   
Second   405  3   135    
Total at Stair 2       274 
 
Persons / Fc for 42” door = Te = Time to pass through exit 
Te = 274 persons / 60p/min  = 4.5 min 
 3.4.2.2.2 Travel time on stairs  (Tt) 
 
Travel Speed = S = k(1-aD) = 212(1-2.86 x 0.175) = 106 ft/min 
 
Travel distance: 
 
Second floor to first floor stair  12’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 22.2’ 
Three landings   9.33’ (travel on landing x 3 (landings)  = 28.0’ 
First floor to landing  6’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 11.1’ 
Total travel distance        = 61.3’ 
 
Travel time on stairs (Tt) = 61.3 ft / 106 ft/min = 0.6 min 
 3.4.2.2.3 Total Travel Time (T) 
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T = Tp + Te + Tt = 1.0 min + 4.5 min + 0.6 min = 6.1 min or 366 seconds 
 
3.4.2.3 Pathfinder Calculation 
 
A Pathfinder computer exiting analysis was performed on the Cotchett Education Building. The entire structure was 
modeled to scale. It was populated by room using the population load calculated in Appendix 3 and used in the Hand 
Calculations above. 
 
An evacuation simulation was run. Screenshots were taken every 30 seconds of all three floors and are included 
Appendix 6. The Pre-Movement time will be added to the computer calculated egress time of 160 seconds to calculate 
Total Travel Time. 
 
Pre-Movement time (Tp)     60 seconds 
Computer Calculated Egress Time (Te + Tt) 160 seconds 
Total Travel Time (T)    220 seconds 
 
As shown in Appendix 6, the last area to be evacuated is the center of the second floor.  A large mass of people backs up 
at the center stair (stair 4) before eventually evacuating, with the rest of the building clearing out considerably sooner. 
 
This can explain the difference between the hand and computer calculations. The hand calculations were based on the 
assumption that stair 2, at the south of the building would be the last to empty, with a hand calculated evacuation time 
of 366 seconds. In the computer model, the occupants evacuated more efficiently, with more using stair 4, and a total 
evacuation time of 220 seconds. 
4 Fire Alarm System Analysis 
 
4.1 Plans 
 
Available plans were requested from the Facilities Department at California Polytechnic State University. 
 
Plans, dated 4/10/2008 depicting the current fire alarm system component locations in the Cotchett Education Building 
are included in Appendix 9. No installation or wiring plans or component detail are available. 
 
Since the current fire alarm system was modified over the years without much documentation, and remote location 
prohibits physical survey, much of this analysis will be based on what the minimum requirements are, as opposed to 
evaluating the installed equipment. 
 
Fire alarm plans for the adjoining Business Building, dated 7/24/1991 are available and the Fire Alarm System cover 
sheet is included in Appendix 10. The buildings are connected to each other, as depicted in the plans. Given that alarm 
systems normally contain equipment from a single supplier, where necessary, for the sake of this analysis, it will be 
assumed that similar components and features are used in in the Cotchett Education Building.  
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4.2 Applicable Codes 
 
As noted in the National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code Handbook, while NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm and Signaling 
Code describes the details of how a fire alarm system must be installed, the requirement to have a fire alarm system is 
contained in another enacted code.  
 
Since this is an existing building, with the alarm system installed during the life of the building, it will be analyzed as an 
existing building. NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition (LSC) contains requirements for existing buildings, including 
fire alarm system requirements. 
 
Occupancy classifications are defined in section 6.1 of the Life Safety Code. 
 
The bulk of the building is Business Occupancy, which the Life Safety Code defines as: 
 
Business Occupancy.  An occupancy used for the transaction of business other than mercantile. 
 
Further discussion of the occupancy classification of the building occupancies can be found in the Exiting Analysis of this 
building performed in section 3 of this analysis.   
 
A fire alarm system is required by section 39.3.4.1 of the LSC which states: 
 
39.3.4.1 General. A fire alarm system in accordance with 
Section 9.6 shall be provided in all business occupancies 
where any one of the following conditions exists: 
(1) The building is three or more stories in height. 
(2) The occupancy is subject to 100 or more occupants 
above or below the level of exit discharge. 
(3) The occupancy is subject to 1000 or more total occupants 
 
Both conditions (1) and (2) apply. The building is three stories high. The Exiting Analysis determined the occupant load of 
each of the floors to be in excess of 100 occupants as shown in Appendix 4. 
 
The fire alarm system must be installed in conformance with section 9.6 of the LSC and NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm 
and Signaling Code, 2010 edition. 
 
Inspection, testing and maintenance requirements are based on chapter 14 of NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm and 
Signaling Code, 2010 edition. 
 
4.3 Assumptions 
 
This analysis is based in alarm and floor plans acquired from the Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Facility Services Department. 
Since this analysis is being performed based on floor plans only, without access to complete plans and specifications, 
and access to the building for a physical survey is impractical, assumptions are being made for the sake of the analysis. 
 
Since information on existing equipment is not available, where necessary, for the sake of this analysis, it will be 
assumed that similar components and features to those listed in the fire alarm plans for the adjoining Business Building 
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4.4 System Type 
 
The Cotchett Education Building contains a protected premises fire alarm system that is connected with the Proprietary 
supervising station fire alarm system in the campus police station. 
 
The fire alarm control panel is located in the basement level corridor, as shown in Appendix 9. 
 
All components are to be listed, per NFPA 72, section 10.3.1. 
4.5 Detection Devices 
 
Section 39.3.4.2 of the Life Safety Code has the following requirement for alarm system initiation in a Business 
occupancy: 
 
39.3.4.2 Initiation. Initiation of the required fire alarm 
system shall be by one of the following means: 
(1) Manual means in accordance with 9.6.2.1(1) 
(2) Means of an approved automatic fire detection system 
that complies with 9.6.2.1(2) and provides protection 
throughout the building 
(3) Means of an approved automatic sprinkler system that 
complies with 9.6.2.1(3) and provides protection 
throughout the building 
 
Detection means (1), manual means (manual pull stations) was provided.  In a college classroom (Business Occupancy) 
environment, occupants are expected to be primarily students, with some professors and other college staff.  The 
students will generally be young, in decent to good physical condition, and (reasonably) alert and awake. The occupants 
are expected to be able to detect a fire and activate the pull station alarm while evacuating. 
 
Additionally, although not required by the LSC, duct smoke detectors were provided. Additionally, ceiling mounted spot 
type smoke detectors in selected rooms were provided. 
4.5.1 Detection Components 
 
The locations and type of detection components are listed in Appendix 9. 
 
The only LSC required detection components are manual fire alarm boxes.  It states: 
 
9.6.2.3 A manual fire alarm box shall be provided as follows, 
unless modified by another section of this Code: 
 
(1) For new alarm system installations, the manual fire 
alarm box shall be located within 60 in. (1525 mm) of 
exit doorways. 
(2) For existing alarm system installations, the manual fire 
alarm box either shall be provided in the natural exit 
access path near each required exit or within 60 in. 
(1525 mm) of exit doorways. 
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so that, on any given floor in any part of the building, 
no horizontal distance on that floor exceeding 200 ft (61 m) 
shall need to be traversed to reach a manual fire alarm box. 
 
Similarly, NFPA 72 requires: 
17.14.8* Additional manual fire alarm boxes shall be provided so that the travel distance to 
the nearest fire alarm box will not be in excess of 200 ft (61.0 m), measured horizontally on 
the same floor. 
 
Thus, manual fire alarm boxes in this existing building must be provided both in the natural exit access path near each 
required exit and within 200 ft. horizontal travel distance from all parts on the same floor. All three floors of the 
Cotchett Education Building comply with both of these requirements. 
 
Additionally, automatic detection devices, not required by the LSC, are provided in the following rooms:
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Room Room Title Area NFPA 101 NFPA 72  
    SF Occupancy Detection 
   
  0003-00 Mech Room 547 Business Duct Detector 
0009-00 Support Office 676 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0009-A0 Support Office 635 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0015-00 Staff Office 149 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0015-A0 Admin Office 219 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0016-A0 Support Office 155 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0016-B0 Staff Office 139 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0016-C0 Staff Office 203 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0017-00 Maint Rpr Sp 370 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0019-00 Maint Rpr Sp 642 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0021-A0 Gen Storage 307 Storage Spot Smoke Detector 
0024-00 Conf Room 708 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0025-00 Spec Inst Sup 420 Business Heat Detector 
0025-A0 Spec Inst Sup 115 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0026-00 Admin Use 208 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
0027-00 Mech Room 361 Business Duct Detector 
0028-00 Maint Rpr Sp 153 Business Spot Smoke Detector 
 
Spot type smoke detectors are provided as shown in the above listed rooms. It is assumed that all ceiling heights are at 
10 feet. The smoke detectors in the rooms listed above have the proper number of detectors provided in each of the 
listed rooms in order to provide detection with 30 ft x 30 ft nominal smoke detector spacing, per NFPA 72, section 
17.7.3.2.3.1.   
 
It appears that by scale in some of the rooms the smoke detectors are over spaced, but given the small scale and 
apparent offsetting of detectors to avoid room numbers, it is assumed for the purpose of this report that actual 
installation meets NFPA 72 spacing requirements. 
 
A heat detector is provided in Room 25, which measures approximately 38’ x 24’.  Assuming detector location near the 
center of the room, a heat detector listed spacing of at least 40 feet will be required. 
 
Smoke and heat detectors are provided at the elevator lobbies, presumably for elevator recall use. 
4.5.2 Detection Scenario 
 
In this building, the primary means of fire detection is manual fire alarm boxes, with spot type automatic smoke 
detectors only provided in basement office and support rooms. Given this, a computer monitor fire in an office or 
support rooms is a likely scenario for analyzing spot type automatic smoke detector activation. 
 
Assume a Simplex Model 2098-9201 photoelectric smoke detector, as used in the Business Building. (See Appendix 5 for 
smoke detector cuts.) 
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Use Detact XLS To estimate response time for ceiling mounted detector, with the following parameters to simulate a 
computer monitor fire in room 17, Maintenance Repair Space: 
 
Nominal 30 ft x 30 ft smoke detector spacing 
Ceiling height = 10 ft 
Fire height at the top of table = 2.5 ft 
Medium t-squared fire 
Fire growth coefficient = 0.012 kW/s2 
Use RTI = 2 to simulate smoke detector. 
Use “PVC” material, Scattering Type detector (photoelectric) from NFPA 72, Table B.4.7.5.3. for Temperature rise of 7.2 
C 
 
Detact XLS Input 
(H) Fire to ceiling = 10 ft (ceiling) – 2.5 ft (fire) = 7.5’ = 2.3 m 
(W) Room width = 25 ft  = 7.6 m  
(R) Radial Distance = 30’ x 0.7 = 21’ (max distance to a detector) = 6.4 m 
(TO) Ambient temperature = assume 20 C 
(Ta) Activation Temperature = 20 C (ambient) + 7.2 C (Temp. rise) = 27.2 C  
(RTI) 2 to simulate smoke detector. 
 
  
DETACT.XLS: Estimate of the response time of ceiling mounted fire detectors
INPUT PARAMETERS CALCULATED PARAMETERS
Calculation reset 1 0 or 1 R/H 2.7826 -
Ceiling height (H) 2.3 m W/H 3.3043 -
Room width (W) 7.6 m Temperature factor 0.1516 -
Radial distance (R) 6.4 m Velocity factor 0.1746 -
Ambient temperature (To) 20 C Calculation time (t) 101 s
Actuation temperature (Ta) 27.2 C Fire HRR (Q) 122.41 kW
Rate of rise rating (ROR) 8.3 C/min Gas temperature (Tg) 35.766 C
Response time index (RTI) 2 (m-s)1/2 Gas velocity (Ug) 0.6566 m/s
Fire growth power (n) 2 - ROR at detector 12.509 C/min
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.012 kW/s n^ Detector temp (Td) 35.459 C
Fire location factor (kLF) 1 - Detection trigger 43 72
Representative t2 coeff. k CALCULATION RESULTS FT ROR
Slow 0.003 Transport lag time (tl) 39 39 s
Medium 0.012 Detection time (td) 59 30 s
Fast 0.047 HRR at detection (Qd) 42 11 kW
Ultrafast 0.400 HRR w/transport lag (Ql+d) 116 58 kW
< Press PgDn key for additional results >
Calculation time (s) HRR Gas temp Det. temp
0 0 20 20
60 43 28 28
120 #N/A #N/A #N/A
180 #N/A #N/A #N/A
240 #N/A #N/A #N/A
300 #N/A #N/A #N/A
360 #N/A #N/A #N/A
420 #N/A #N/A #N/A
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Per the attached Detact XLS spreadsheet, detection time is 59 seconds. 
 
From the Detact XLS spreadsheet, at the detector activation time of 59 seconds, the heat release rate is 42 kW. 
 
4.6 Alarm Notification Devices 
 
Section 39.3.4.3 of the Life Safety Code has the following requirement for occupant notification in a Business occupancy: 
 
39.3.4.3 Occupant Notification. During all times that the 
building is occupied (see 7.2.1.1.3), the required fire alarm 
system, once initiated, shall perform one of the following 
functions: 
(1) It shall activate a general alarm in accordance with 9.6.3 
throughout the building, and both of the following also 
shall apply: 
(a) Positive alarm sequence in accordance with 9.6.3.4 
shall be permitted. 
(b) A presignal system in accordance with 9.6.3.3 shall 
be permitted. 
(2) Occupant notification shall be permitted to be made via 
a voice communication or public address system in accordance 
with 9.6.3.9.2. 
  
4.6.1 Alarm Notification Components 
 
All general alarm notification components, provided in building corridors and two of the larger rooms, are combined 
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audible/visual units. Since exact information on the existing units is not available, capabilities required to meet NFPA 72 
requirements will be determined.  
A voice communication or public address system is required to notify other areas, primarily classrooms, offices and 
support rooms. Since information on the existing system is not available, capabilities required to meet LSC requirements 
will be determined. 
 
Areas without general alarm notification components need to be notified by a voice communication or public address 
system. The LSC states: 
 
9.6.3.9.2* Where permitted by Chapters 11 through 43, automatically 
transmitted or live voice announcements shall be 
permitted to be made via a voice communication or public 
address system that complies with the following: 
(1) Occupant notification, either live or recorded, shall be 
initiated at a constantly attended receiving station by 
personnel trained to respond to an emergency. 
(2) An approved secondary power supply shall be provided 
for other than existing, previously approved systems. 
(3) The system shall be audible above the expected ambient 
noise level. 
(4) Emergency announcements shall take precedence over 
any other use. 
 
Thus, the Cotchett Education Building’s voice communication or public address system can be used in place of a NFPA 
72 complying notification system if the above conditions are complied with.  
 
4.6.2 Alarm Notification Spacing 
4.6.2.1 Audible Signaling 
 
NFPA 72, Table A.18.4.3 gives the average ambient sound level for an Educational Occupancy as 45 dBA. NFPA 72, 
Section 18.4.3 requires that audible signal level be at least 15 dBA greater than the average ambient sound level, in this 
case: 
 
45 dBA (ambient) + 15 dBA = 60 dBA minimum audible signal sound level 
The maximum distance in the corridors to an audible signaling device is 80 feet as shown in Appendix 2. 
Assuming an audible signaling device rated for 80 dBA at 10 ft, and using the 6 dBA rule of thumb method: 
Distance (ft) dBA 
         10  80 
         20  74 
         40  68 
          80  62 
 
Thus, for a minimum required audible signal sound level of 60 dBA and a maximum distance to the device of 80 feet, Cotchett Education Building  Page 34 
 
audible signaling devices rated for at least 80 dBA at 10 ft are required. The devices used in this analysis are 86 dBA and 
meet this requirement. 
4.6.2.2 Visual Signaling 
NFPA 72, section 18.5.4.4 contains requirements for visual signaling devices in corridors no more than 20 feet wide. 
Directly visible lower intensity signaling devices (15 cd minimum) are allowed because the occupants are alert and 
moving and their vision is focused by the narrowness of the space. These devices must be no more than 15 feet from the 
end of the corridor and no more than 100 ft between devices. 
 
Several areas of the corridors do not meet these criteria: 
 
Basement 
Corridor west of room 25A (no visible device) 
 
First Floor 
North corridor, west of room 118, visual device is over 15 feet from end of corridor. 
South end of south corridor, south of rooms 129 and 130 (no visible device) 
 
Second Floor 
North corridor, west of room 201, visual device is over 15 feet from end of corridor. 
Corridor south of room 214 (no visible device) 
 
Additionally there are visual devices in the following non-corridor rooms, located asymmetrically in the rooms. Required 
candelas are from NFPA 72, Table 18.5.4.3.1(a)  
  Room    Distance 2 X Distance   Effective Required  
Number to Far Wall to Far Wall    Room Size      (cd) 
    17      20 ft         40 ft 40 ft x 40 ft        60 
      8      30 ft         60 ft 60 ft x 60 ft      135 
1st Floor 
Entry Vest     45 ft         90 ft 90 ft x 90 ft       304* 
 
*No 300+ cd No visual devices were located. The 1st Floor Entry Vestibule appears to not comply with visual spacing 
requirement.  
4.7 Alarm, Supervisory and Trouble Signal Disposition 
 
The Cotchett Education Building contains a protected premises fire alarm system that is connected with a Proprietary 
Supervising Station fire alarm system in the campus police station.  
NFPA 72, Section 3.3.267.2  defines a Proprietary Supervising Station fire alarm system as:  
 
An installation of an alarm system that serves contiguous and  
noncontiguous properties, under one ownership, from a Proprietary  
Supervising Station located at the protected property, or at one of 
multiple non-contiguous protected properties, at which trained, competent  Cotchett Education Building  Page 35 
 
personnel are in constant attendance. 
 
Since the installation at the campus police station is both continually manned by trained, competent personnel and 
under the same ownership as the Cotchett Education Building, it qualifies as a Proprietary Supervising Station fire 
alarm system. The requirements for a Proprietary Supervising Station fire alarm system are detailed in NFPA 72, section 
26.4. 
 
The Proprietary Supervising Station can receive three different types of signals from the Cotchett Education Building:  
 
Alarm 
Supervisory  
Trouble 
 
Alarm signals are warnings of fire danger that require immediate action and shall be treated as fire alarms. They are 
initiated by: 
manual fire alarm boxes 
automatic fire detectors 
waterflow from the automatic sprinkler system, or  
actuation of other fire suppression systems or equipment  
 
NFPA 72, section 26.4.5.6.1 requires that Alarm signals be disposed of as follows: 
 
26.4.5.6.1 Alarms. Upon receipt of an alarm signal, the proprietary supervising station operator 
shall initiate action to perform the following: 
(1) Immediately notify the fire department, the emergency response team, and such other 
parties as the authority having jurisdiction requires 
(2) Dispatch a runner or technician to the alarm location to arrive within 2 hours after receipt 
of a signal 
(3) Restore the system as soon as possible after disposition of the cause of the alarm signal 
 
Supervisory signals are indication that action is needed in connection with the operation of other fire protection 
systems that are being monitored by the fire alarm system, such as a fire sprinkler system tamper switch. 
 
NFPA 72, section 26.4.5.6.3 requires that Supervisory signals be disposed of as follows: 
 
26.4.5.6.3 Supervisory Signals. Upon receipt of sprinkler system and other supervisory signals, 
the proprietary supervising station operator shall initiate action to perform the following, 
if required: 
(1) Communicate immediately with the designated person(s) to ascertain the reason for the 
signal 
(2) Dispatch personnel to arrive within 2 hours to investigate, unless supervisory conditions 
are promptly restored 
(3) Notify the fire department if required by the authority having jurisdiction 
(4) Notify the authority having jurisdiction when sprinkler systems are wholly or partially 
out of service for 8 hours or more 
(5) Provide written notice to the authority having jurisdiction as to the nature of the signal, 
time of occurrence, and restoration of service when equipment has been out of service 
for 8 hours or more 
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Trouble signals indicate a fault in a monitored circuit or component of the fire alarm system or primary or secondary 
power supply. 
 
NFPA 72, section 26.4.5.6.4 requires that Trouble signals be disposed of as follows: 
 
26.4.5.6.4 Trouble Signals. Upon receipt of trouble signals or other signals pertaining 
solely to matters of equipment maintenance of the alarm system, the proprietary supervising 
station operator shall initiate action to perform the following, if required: 
(1) Communicate immediately with the designated person(s) to ascertain reason for the signal 
(2) Dispatch personnel to arrive within 4 hours to initiate maintenance, if necessary 
(3) Notify the fire department if required by the authority having jurisdiction 
(4) Notify the authority having jurisdiction when interruption of service exists for 4 hours or 
more 
(5) When equipment has been out of service for 8 hours or more, provide written notice to 
the authority having jurisdiction as to the nature of the signal, time of occurrence, and 
restoration of service 
4.8 Mass Notification System 
 
As of this writing, information on a mass notification system at the Cotchett Education Building is unavailable. However, 
as noted above, areas without general alarm notification components need to be notified by a voice communication or 
public address system complying with LSC requirements. 
 
The LSC allows a voice communication or public address system to be used for occupant notification because routine 
operation demands highly reliant, acoustically capable, and sufficiently audible public address systems. As the LSC, 
appendix section A.9.6.3.9.2 states, in part: 
 
As 9.6.3.9.2 specifically permits an alternative means of 
notification to that prescribed by NFPA 72, it does not mandate 
that the secondary power supply and the intelligibility 
and audibility facets of the public address system comply 
with NFPA 72 or suggest that equivalency with the related 
provisions of NFPA 72 is required. However, it is anticipated 
that, when approving the secondary power and audibility 
capabilities of public address systems, authorities having jurisdiction 
will ensure that these systems are conceptually 
comparable to the emergency voice alarm and communications 
system provisions of NFPA 72, such that a reliable and 
effective occupant notification system is provided. 
 
Thus an existing approved a voice communication or public address system need not comply with NFPA 72 requirements 
for a mass notification system. 
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4.9 Power Requirements 
 
Since information on existing equipment is not available, for the sake of this analysis, it will be assumed that similar 
components and features to those listed in the fire alarm plans for the adjoining Business Building are used in in the 
Cotchett Education Building. The components in the power calculations are from the adjoining Business Building, based 
on the assumption that the components would be of similar vintage. 
 
 
Battery 
Calculation 
     
      
Simplex Description Quantity Standby Current Standby 
Current 
 
Number   Per Unit (Amps) Total (Amps)  
4002 FACU 1 0.320000 0.320000  
2099-9201 Pull Station 10 0.000300 0.003000  
 Heat Detector 2 0.000040 0.000080  
2098-9201 Smoke Detector 20 0.000040 0.000800  
2098-9649 Duct Detector 2 0.001000 0.002000  
4906-9127 Horn/Strobe 15 
cd 
13 0.000000 0.000000  
4906-9127 Horn/Strobe 75 
cd 
1 0.000000 0.000000  
4906-9139 Horn/Strobe 135 
cd 
1 0.000000 0.000000  
4906-9139 Horn/Strobe 185 
cd 
1 0.000000 0.000000  
   Total Standby 
Amps 
0.325880  
      
Simplex Description Quantity Alarm Current Alarm Current  
Number   Per Unit (Amps) Total (Amps)  
4002 FACU 1 0.557000 0.557000  
2099-9201 Pull Station 10 0.000300 0.003000  
 Heat Detector 2 0.000086 0.000172  
2098-9201 Smoke Detector 20 0.000086 0.001720  
2098-9649 Duct Detector 2 0.001000 0.002000  
4906-9127 Horn/Strobe 15 
cd 
13 0.075000 0.975000  
4906-9127 Horn/Strobe 75 
cd 
1 0.196000 0.196000  
4906-9139 Horn/Strobe 135 
cd 
1 0.333000 0.333000  
4906-9139 Horn/Strobe 185 
cd 
1 0.433000 0.433000  
   Total Alarm Amps 2.500892  Cotchett Education Building  Page 38 
 
       
      
Required Standby Time (hours) 24 Required Alarm Time (hours) 0.0833 
Total Standby Current (amps) 0.325880 Total Alarm Current (amps) 2.500892 
Required Standby Capacity (amp-
hours) 
7.82112 Required Alarm Capacity (amp-
hours) 
0.208324 
      
Required Standby Capacity (amp-hours) 7.82112    
Required Alarm Capacity (amp-hours) 0.208324    
Total Required Capacity (amp-hours) 8.029444    
20% Safety Factor  1.605889    
Total Reqd Battery Capacity (amp-
hours) 
9.635333    
 
 
Based on the above Battery Calculations, based on a 24 hour required standby capacity and a 5 minute alarm capacity 
and including a 20% safety factor, a minimum battery capacity of 9.64 amp-hours (nominally 10 amp-hours) is required. 
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4.10 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance 
 
4.10.1 Acceptance Testing 
 
Current system acceptance testing criteria is detailed in NFPA 72®, National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 2010 edition, 
section 14.4.1.1.  Since this system has little documentation on file, most of the records required by NFPA 72, section 
14.6, is not available. This includes As-built drawings, operating and maintenance manuals and sequence of operation, 
as well as testing and maintenance records. 
 
4.10.2 Periodic Inspection, Testing and Maintenance 
 
In accordance with NFPA 72, section 14.2.2, it is the it is the building owner’s responsibility to have the fire alarm system  
inspected, tested and maintained. 
 
Inspection frequency requirements are summarized in NFPA 72, table 14.3.1. The frequency and NFPA 72 section 
detailing requirements are included in the table. 
 
Inspection Frequency Requirement Summary for Cotchett Education Building 
 
Semiannually 
 
Inspect Batteries 
Inspect Transient Suppressors 
Inspect FACU Trouble signals 
Inspect Voice Communication Equipment 
Inspect Duct Detectors 
Inspect Manual Fire Alarm Boxes 
Inspect Heat Detectors 
Inspect Interface Equipment 
Inspect Alarm Notification Appliances 
Inspect Supervising Alarm System Transmitter 
 
Annually 
 
Inspect Control Equipment: Fuses  
Inspect Control Equipment: Interfaced Equipment 
Inspect Control Equipment: Lamps and LEDs 
Inspect Control Equipment: Primary Power Supply 
 
Inspection and testing requirements are detailed in NFPA 72, section 14.4.2.2. 
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5 Proposed Fire Sprinkler System 
 
Since the building is unsprinklered, a conceptual design for a fire sprinkler system has been developed as part of this 
project to provide protection in accordance with NFPA 13, Installation of Fire Sprinkler Systems, 2013 edition. Sprinkler 
layouts are included in Appendix 12. Higher resolution PDF files of 24 inch by 36 inch sprinkler plans are included in 
Attachment A. 
5.1 Applicable Codes 
 
This Fire Sprinkler System Analysis is based on NFPA 13, Installation of Fire Sprinkler Systems, 2013 edition. All 
installation references are to this code. Inspection, testing and maintenance requirements are based on NFPA 25, 
Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems, 2011 Edition. 
 
5.2 Assumptions 
 
This analysis is based in floor plans acquired from the Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Facility Services Department. Since this 
analysis is being performed based on floor plans only, without access to complete plans and specifications, and access to 
the building for a physical survey is impractical, assumptions are being made for the sake of the analysis. 
 
They include: 
 
Floors are 12’-0” floor to floor. 
Ceilings in rooms with ceilings are flat and at 10’-0” above the floor. 
There are no ceilings in mechanical and electrical rooms and in accessible pipe chases. 
There are no obstructions to sprinkler placement or coverage. 
5.3 System Type  
 
A wet pipe sprinkler system was chosen as the most appropriate for a heated building containing classrooms, offices and 
related uses. 
5.4 Water Supply 
 
A reliable municipal water supply, well gridded, with an essentially unlimited water supply is assumed. A 6” cement lined 
class 52 underground feed line from the municipal supply to the building, 100 feet long, with one elbow, one tee and 
one gate valve in the line is allowed for hydraulic calculations. 
A water supply was assumed for initial calculations and appears on hydraulic graphs. Subsequently, actual flow test 
results were obtained. They are superior, so calculations and graphs were not revised. 
 Assumed Actual 
Location N/A N. Poly View Drive 
Date N/A 8/19/2011 
Static Pressure 50 psi 60 psi 
Residual Pressure 40 psi 55 psi Cotchett Education Building  Page 41 
 
Flow 1000 gpm 914 gpm 
 
5.5 Occupancy 
 
The Cotchett Education Building is a college classroom building, with some offices and lecture halls.  There are also 
some mechanical, electrical and storage rooms. 
 
NFPA 13 defines Light Hazard Occupancies in section 5.2: Light Hazard Occupancies .Light hazard occupancies shall be 
defined as occupancies or portions of other occupancies where the quantity and/or combustibility of contents is low and 
fires with relatively low rates of heat release are expected. 
 
NFPA 13, section A.5.2 classifies Educational, Office and Auditorium occupancies as Light Hazard Occupancy. Restrooms 
and corridors are also considered as Light Hazard. 
 
NFPA 13 defines Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) Occupancies in section 5.3.1.1: Ordinary hazard (Group 1) occupancies shall 
be defined as occupancies or portions of other occupancies where combustibility is low, quantity of combustibles is 
moderate, stockpiles of combustibles do not exceed 8 ft (2.4 m), and fires with moderate rates of heat release are 
expected. 
 
Mechanical Rooms, Electrical Rooms and Storage Rooms are considered as Ordinary Hazard (Group 1). It is assumed that 
storage rooms will have no storage over 8 feet high. 
 
The Basement is primarily Light Hazard per NFPA 13 (offices and support facilities) with some Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) 
(storage, electrical rooms and mechanical rooms). It is roughly 16624 square feet in area. 
 
The First Floor is primarily Light Hazard (offices, classrooms, teaching labs and lecture rooms). It is roughly 15577 square 
feet in area, with some Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) (storage). 
 
The Second Floor is primarily Light Hazard (classrooms, teaching labs and lecture rooms), with some Ordinary Hazard 
(Group 1) (mechanical room). It is roughly 11640 square feet in area. 
 
Occupancies are shown in plans in Appendix 3. 
 
Room occupancies are listed in Appendix 4. 
5.6 Design Criteria 
5.6.1 Spacing 
 
Spacing requirements are per NFPA 13, section 8.6 and are for standard pendent and upright spray sprinklers. 
 
      Light Hazard Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) 
Maximum Sprinkler Spacing (between sprinklers)         15’  15’ Cotchett Education Building  Page 42 
 
Maximum Sprinkler Spacing (to wall)           7.5’*  7.5’ 
Minimum Sprinkler Spacing (between sprinklers)           6’    6’ 
Minimum Sprinkler Spacing (to wall)              4”    4” 
Maximum Sprinkler Coverage Area               225 ft2  130 ft2 
* Light hazard sprinklers in a small room (up to 800 ft2) can be up to 9 feet from one wall of the room, per NFPA 13, 
section 8.6.3.2.4. 
5.6.2 Maximum System Area 
 
Maximum system area for light and ordinary hazard systems is 52,000 ft2 per floor, per NFPA 13, section 8.2.1. Actual 
largest floor area is roughly 16624 square feet in area. One system is sufficient for all three floors. 
 
5.6.3 Hydraulic Design Criteria 
  
Base hydraulic design criteria is defined in NFPA 13, Figure 11.2.3.1.1.  
 
     Light Hazard Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) 
Design Density    0.10 gpm/ft2  0.15 gpm/ft2  
Base Design Area        1500 ft2  1500 ft2 
Design Area w/ Quick Response         900 ft2    900 ft2 
 
NFPA 13, section 11.2.3.1.3 allows remote area size reduction for light or ordinary hazard with quick response sprinklers, 
using the formula: 
y (area % reduction) = -3x / 2 + 55  where x is ceiling height in feet 
for x = 10 ft 
-3(10) / 2 + 55  = 40% area reduction for 10 ft ceiling height. 
1500 ft2 - 40% = 900 ft2 allowable remote area for 10 ft ceiling height 
5.6.4 Hose Stream Allowance 
 
Hose stream allowance is defined in NFPA 13, table 11.2.3.1.2. 
     Light Hazard Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) 
Hose Stream Allowance     100 gpm  250 gpm 
Since there are no interior hose valves, no inside hose allowance is allowed. 
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5.6.5 Water Supply Duration 
 
Water supply duration is defined in NFPA 13, table 11.2.3.1.2. 
     Light Hazard Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) 
Duration       30 min  60 – 90 min 
Per NFPA 13, section 11.2.3.1.3, the lesser, 60 minute time duration can be used if waterflow and supervisory devices 
are electronically supervised at a continually monitored location. Since such supervision is required for this system by 
NFPA 101, the 60 minute duration can be used. 
 
The city water supply can normally be presumed to provide the required flow for the 60 minute duration. 
5.7 System Components 
 
All components are to be listed, per NFPA 13, section 6.1.1 except as listed in tables 6.3.1.1 and 6.4.1. 
 
All components are to be are to be rated to at least 175 psi, per NFPA 13, section6.1.3. 
5.7.1 Sprinklers 
 
For areas with ceilings: Standard spray sprinklers, quick response, chrome pendent, 155 degree F, ½” orifice, K = 5.6.  
For areas without ceilings: Standard spray sprinklers, quick response, brass upright, 155 degree F, ½” orifice, K = 5.6. 5.7.2 Piping  
Mains (3” and 4”) are to be black, schedule 10 grooved piping with grooved fittings. 
Branch Lines (1” through 2”) are to be black, schedule 40 threaded piping with cast iron threaded fittings.  
 
All interior piping is c 120.  
5.7.3 Riser 
 
A single system riser serves all three floors.  
 
A 4” reduced pressure backflow preventer, with two control valves with tamper switches provides backflow prevention, 
as well as serving as system control valve and incoming check valve.  
A paddle type flow switch, connected to inside alarm bell, outside alarm bell and continually manned monitoring station, 
provides water flow alarm. 
A 4”x 2-1/2 x 2-1/2” fire department connection with NST threads (or as required by the local jurisdiction) feeds through 
a 4” check valve to the riser. A ball drip valve is provided at the fire department connection. 
A system pressure gauge is provided at the riser. 
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A 2” test and drain valve is provided at the riser, serving as both main drain and inspector’s test valve. 
5.7.4 Hangers and Restraint 
 
Hangers and restraints will be in accordance with NFPA 13, Chapter 9. 
5.8 Hydraulic Calculations 
 
While the building is primarily Light Hazard occupancies, there are several relatively small areas of Ordinary Hazard 
(Group 1) in the building.  Since the top (second) floor is the most hydraulically demanding area, a Light Hazard remote 
area and an Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) remote area will each be chosen on the second floor. 
5.8.1 Light Hazard Calculations (Remote Area 1) 
 
A design criteria of 0.10 gpm/ft2 over a design area of 900 ft2 was determined for Light Hazard occupancies in Section 
5.6.3, Hydraulic Design Criteria, above. 
In accordance with NFPA 13, section 23.4.4.1.1.1 the dimension of the remote area parallel to the branch lines must be 
at least 1.2 x the square root of the remote area. For a 900 ft2 remote area: 
 
1.2 x (900 ft2) = 36 ft 
 
A 100 gpm hose allowance was determined for Light Hazard occupancies in Section 5.6.4, Hose Stream Allowance, 
above. 
 
Hydraulic calculations are shown in plans in Appendix 13. 
 
Remote area 1 requires: 
138.2 gpm @ 42.8 psi sprinkler demand 
100 gpm hose demand 
238.2 gpm @ 42.8 psi sprinkler and hose demand required from city water supply. 
 
238.2 gpm demand x 30 minutes = 7146 total gallons capacity required from city water supply. 
 5.8.2 Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) Calculations (Remote Area 2) 
 
A design criteria of 0.15 gpm/ft2 over a design area of 900 ft2 was determined for Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) occupancies 
in Section 5.6.3, Hydraulic Design Criteria, above. 
 
Since the entire for Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) occupancy area is under 900 ft2, the entire area will be calculated. 
A 250 gpm hose allowance was determined for Ordinary Hazard occupancies in Section 5.6.4, Hose Stream Allowance, 
above. 
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Hydraulic calculations are shown in plans in Appendix 13. 
Remote area 2 requires: 
138.8 gpm @ 37.7 psi sprinkler demand 
250 gpm hose demand 
388.8 gpm @ 37.7 psi sprinkler and hose demand required from city water supply. 
 
388.8 gpm demand x 60 minutes = 23328 total gallons capacity required from city water supply. 
 
5.9 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance 
 
5.9.1 Acceptance Testing 
 
System acceptance testing criteria is based on NFPA 13, Installation of Fire Sprinkler Systems, 2013 edition, Chapter 25, 
Systems Acceptance. 
The tests must be recorded on the Contractor’s Material and Test Certificate for Aboveground Piping (NFPA 13, figure 
25.1). The tests include: 
Hydrostatic test system at 200 psi for 2 hours per NFPA 13, section 25.2.1. 
Waterflow detection device test must activate audible alarm within 5 minutes of waterflow per NFPA 13, section 
25.2.3.1. 
Record static and residual pressures from main drain test per NFPA 13, section 25.2.3.4. 
Open and close all control valves under pressure per NFPA 13, section 25.2.3.4. 
Flow test backflow prevention assembly per NFPA 13, section 25.2.5 
5.9.2 Periodic Inspection, Testing and Maintenance 
 
Inspection, testing and maintenance requirements are based on NFPA 25, Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and 
Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems, 2011 Edition. 
 
Inspection, testing and maintenance requirements are summarized in NFPA 25, table 5.1.1.2, which is included in 
Appendix 14. The frequency and NFPA 25 section detailing requirements are included in the table. 
 
Requirement Summary for Cotchett Education Building 
 
Monthly 
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Inspect Valves 
 
Quarterly 
 
Inspect waterflow alarm devices 
Inspect valve supervisory alarm devices 
Inspect hydraulic nameplate 
 
Semiannually 
 
Test vane type flow switch 
Test valve supervisory alarm devices 
Test main drain 
 
Annually 
 
Inspect building 
Inspect hanger/seismic bracing 
Inspect pipe and fittings 
Inspect sprinklers 
Inspect spare sprinklers 
Inspect fire department connections 
Inspect all valves 
 
Every 5 Years 
 
Inspect interior of piping 
Test gauges 
 
At 20 Years and Every 10 Years Thereafter 
 
Test representative sampling of quick response sprinklers 
 
Inspection and testing details are in NFPA 25, in locations listed in table 5.1.1.2. 
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6 Performance Based Analysis 
  
Sections 3.3.2.4.3 and 3.3.2.4.4 of this report analyze stairs 3 and 4, respectively. They are both classified under 
communicating spaces by the Life Safety Code.  
 
The Life Safety Code requires that the communicating space has ordinary hazard contents protected throughout by an 
approved automatic sprinkler system or has only low hazard contents. 
 
Since there is no sprinkler system, only low hazard contents would be acceptable in the communicating spaces, including 
the entry lobby, stairs and many of the main corridors.  The Life Safety Code defines low hazard contents as those of 
such low combustibility that no self-propagating fire therein can occur. 
 
As the Life Safety Code Handbook states: “Very few occupancies qualify as having low hazard contents.” Most 
combustibles would have to be prohibited from these areas in order to comply with the prescriptive requirements of the 
Life Safety Code. 
 
Since complying with the Life Safety Code would entail either installing a fire sprinkler system or extreme administrative 
control of combustibles, fires in the areas of stairs 3 and 4 are chosen for the Design Fire Scenarios. 
6.1 Performance Based Design 
 
The Life Safety Code, Chapter 5 sets forth criteria for performance based design:  
 
5.2.1 General.  
A design shall meet the objectives specified in Section 4.2 if, for each design fire scenario, assumption, and design 
specification, the performance criterion in 5.2.2 is met. 
5.2.2* Performance Criterion. 
Any occupant who is not intimate with ignition shall not be exposed to instantaneous or cumulative untenable 
conditions. 
A.5.2.2 One of the methods that follows can be used to avoid exposing occupants to untenable conditions… 
 
Of the five options presented methods 2 was chosen as the most appropriate for this building. 
 
Method 2. For each design fire scenario and the design specifications, conditions, and assumptions, the design team can 
demonstrate that each room or area will be fully evacuated before the smoke and toxic gas layer in that room descends 
to a level lower than 6 ft (1830 mm) above the floor. 
 
This method assumes that evacuation will not be impeded if evacuation can be accomplished before the smoke layer 
reaches the head height of the occupants. This is the more conservative approach of the two, since it is based on the 
occupants not being exposed to smoke. 
 
All of the options are based on the relationship that Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) must be greater than Required 
Safe Egress Time (RSET). In other words, the occupants need to be able to evacuate before conditions become 
untenable. 
 
This method requires fire/smoke modeling to be performed, choosing appropriate fuel loads, fire scenario and other 
factors. The FDS fire modeling program, was used. 
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For this method, evacuation times, with an appropriate safety factor, would be compared to the time it would take for 
the smoke layer to descend to a height of six feet above the floor.  If evacuation, with an appropriate safety factor, is 
accomplished in time, than this method would be used to show that the performance criterion in 5.2.2 is met. 
 
6.2 Design Fire Scenarios 
 
Section 5.5.3 of the Life Safety Code describes several possible Design Fire Scenarios. Of these, two were chosen. 
6.2.1 Design Fire Scenario 1 
 
Design Fire 1 is modeled near stair 3, in the north end of the building. It is representative of Design Fire Scenario 1 as 
described in Section 5.5.3.1 of the Life Safety Code. It is a trash can fire, possibly in a janitor’s cart, designed to be a 
typical fire expected in this occupancy and location.  
Evacuation times are hand calculated, with stair 3 presumed to be unusable due to the fire. 
The FDS fire modeling program was used to model the fire. The time for the smoke layer to reach 6 feet (1.83m) above 
floor was measured in several locations. 
LSC Design Fire Scenario: 1, Represents a typical fire expected in this occupancy and location. 
Location:   Near Stair 3, at first floor, north end of the building 
Fuel:    Trash Bag 
Max Heat Release Rate: 350 kW. 
Source:    SFPE Handbook, Figure 3-1 
Evacuation Time Calculation 
See section 3.4.2.2 for basis and further details regarding evacuation time calculations. 
It is assumed that exiting from each floor will be split evenly between the egress stairways and doorways on each floor. 
Stair 3 is presumed to be unusable due to the fire. 
Floor  Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress       
Basement  183  5   37    
First   405  3   135    
Second   405  2   203    
 
The Basement has a low occupant load and high egress capacity. The First Floor has a similar occupant load to the 
Second Floor and much greater egress capacity, so only the Second Floor will be considered. 
By far, stairway 2 has the highest assumed egress load, with people egressing from all three floors. Additionally, it has 
the greatest restriction, with the 42” egress door. This is the most demanding egress path and will be examined. 
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Occupants Using Stair 2 
Floor  Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress 
                  Available 
Basement  183  5   37    
First   405  3   135   
Second   405  2   203    
Total at Stair 2       375 
 
Persons / Fc for 42” door = Te = Time to pass through exit 
Te = 357 persons / 60p/min  = 6.25 min 
Travel time on stairs  (Tt) 
Travel Speed = S = k(1-aD) = 212(1-2.86 x 0.175) = 106 ft/min 
Travel distance: 
Second floor to first floor stair  12’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 22.2’ 
Three landings   9.33’ (travel on landing x 3 (landings)  = 28.0’ 
First floor to landing  6’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 11.1’ 
Total travel distance        = 61.3’ 
 
Travel time on stairs (Tt) = 61.3 ft / 106 ft/min = 0.6 min 
Design Fire Scenario 1 Summary 
Smoke detector activation time: 0.66 minute (40 seconds)  (from FDS, see appendix 14) 
Pre-movement time:  1.00 minute  
Time to pass through exit: 6.25 minute  
Stair movement time:  0.60 minute  
Reqd Safe Egress Time (RSET): 8.51 minutes  
 
Avail Safe Egress Time (ASET): 1.0 to 6.8 minutes  (from FDS, see appendix 14) 
 
RSET is greater than ASET, so life safety criteria fail.      
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Blue recycling bin and gray bin near modeled fire location   
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6.2.2 Design Fire Scenario 2 
 
Design Fire 2 is modeled near stair 4, in the center of the building. It is representative of Design Fire Scenario 8 as 
described in Section 5.5.3.8 of the Life Safety Code. It is modeled as a sofa fire in the center lobby. It is in accordance 
with scenario 8 criteria that require fire protection measures to be assumed to be ineffective. In this case, it is assumed 
that self-closing doors at the second floor do not close. Evacuation times are hand calculated, with stair 4 presumed to 
be unusable due to the fire. This splits the building into two separate sections, and the egress time for each is calculated 
separately.  
Evacuation times are hand calculated, with stair 4 presumed to be unusable due to the fire. 
The FDS fire modeling program was used to model the fire. The time for the smoke layer to reach 6 feet (1.83m) above 
floor was measured in several locations. 
The fuel chosen for this model was intended to represent any of the more demanding, possibly transient fuel sources 
that could occur in this location at one time or another. 
 
Fuel Max Heat Release Rate Source: SFPE Handbook 
CEA Standard Commodity: 
Pallet load of cardboard boxes 
Containing polystyrene chips 
3300 kW Figure 3-1.42 
Kiosk 2000 kW Figure 3-1.54 
Christmas tree (20% moisture 
content) 
3000 kW Figure 3-1.68 
Sofa 3000 kW Figure 3-1.102 
Representative HRR 3000 kW  
  
 
LSC Design Fire Scenario: 8, Assumes that self-closing doors at the second floor do not close.  
Location:    Near Stair 4, at first floor lobby at center of the building 
Fuel:     See above 
Max Heat Release Rate:  3000 kW 
 
Evacuation Time Calculation 
See section 3.4.2.2 for basis and further details regarding evacuation time calculations. 
It is assumed that exiting from each floor will be split evenly between the egress stairways and doorways on each floor. 
Stair 4 is presumed to be unusable due to the fire. This divides the building at the center. The egress time for the north 
and south sections will be individually calculated. 
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North 
 
Floor    Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress    
             Available 
Basement    183  5   37    
First (North of Stair/Lobby)  405  2   73    
Second     405  1   144    
 
The Basement has a low occupant load and high egress capacity. The First Floor has a similar occupant load to the 
Second Floor and much greater egress capacity, so only the Second Floor will be considered. 
Stairway 3 would be the only usable stair for the north part of the second floor in this scenario. It has no door at the 
second floor, a 56” stair and joins at the first floor to discharge through a 64” doorway. 
Occupants Using Stair 3 
Floor  Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress   
Basement  No access to stair 3     
First   146  2     73   
Second   144  1   144    
Total at Stair 3       217 
 
Persons / Fc for 56” stair = Te = Time to pass through exit 
Te = 217 persons / 67p/min  = 3.20 min 
 
Travel time on stairs  (Tt) 
Travel Speed = S = k(1-aD) = 212(1-2.86 x 0.175) = 106 ft/min 
Travel distance: 
Second floor to first floor stair  12’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 22.2’ 
Three landings   9.33’ (travel on landing x 3 (landings)  = 28.0’ 
First floor to landing  6’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 11.1’ 
Total travel distance        = 61.3’ 
 
Travel time on stairs (Tt) = 61.3 ft / 106 ft/min = 0.6 min 
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South 
Floor    Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress    
             Available 
Basement    183  5   37    
First (South of Stair/Lobby)  242  1   242    
Second     261  1   261    
 
The Basement has a low occupant load and high egress capacity. The First Floor has a similar occupant load to the 
Second Floor and much greater egress capacity, so only the Second Floor will be considered. 
Stairway 2 would be the only usable stair for the south part of the second floor in this scenario. 
Occupants Using Stair 2 
Floor  Occupant Load  Number of Egresses Occupants per Egress   
Basement  183  5     37     
First   242  1   242   
Second   261  1   261    
Total at Stair 2       540 
 
Persons / Fc for 42” door = Te = Time to pass through exit 
Te = 540 persons / 60p/min  = 9.00 min 
Travel time on stairs  (Tt) 
Travel Speed = S = k(1-aD) = 212(1-2.86 x 0.175) = 106 ft/min 
Travel distance: 
Second floor to first floor stair  12’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 22.2’ 
Three landings   9.33’ (travel on landing x 3 (landings)  = 28.0’ 
First floor to landing  6’ (height)   x 1.85 (stair factor)  = 11.1’ 
Total travel distance        = 61.3’ 
 
Travel time on stairs (Tt) = 61.3 ft / 106 ft/min = 0.6 min 
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Design Fire Scenario 2 Summary 
 
    North   South 
Smoke detector activation time 2.33 minutes   2.33 minutes (from FDS, see appendix 15) 
Pre-movement time:  1.00 minute  1.00 minute 
      Time to pass through exit: 3.20 minutes  9.00 minutes 
Stair movement time:  0.60 minute  0.60 minute 
Reqd Safe Egress Time (RSET): 7.13 minutes             12.93 minutes 
 
Avail Safe Egress Time (ASET): 2.0 to 3.0 minutes 2.0 to 3.0 minutes (from FDS, see appendix 15) 
RSET is greater than ASET, so life safety criteria fail. 
 
Wooden furniture near modeled fire location Cotchett Education Building  Page 59 
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7 Recommendations 
 
7.1 Exiting 
 
While stairs 3 and 4 have problems complying with requirements for communicating spaces per the Life Safety Code, it is 
not the legally adopted code. The building was last remodeled under the 1985 Uniform Building Code, and the current 
building code is the California Building Code, based on the International Building Code. The existing arrangement with 
two floors open to each other is acceptable to both the old UBC and the new IBC, contrary to the LSC. Thus, this 
arrangement is not a past or current code violation. 
 
However, the Life Safety Code is commonly accepted as an accepted minimum level of safety for existing buildings, the 
following applies if LSC compliance is desired. 
 
Both stairs 3 and 4 are classified under communicating spaces per the Life Safety Code, which applies to both new and 
existing buildings.  The Life Safety Code requires that the communicating space has ordinary hazard contents protected 
throughout by an approved automatic sprinkler system or has only low hazard contents. 
 
Since there is no sprinkler system, only low hazard contents would be acceptable in the communicating spaces, including 
the entry lobby, stairs and many of the main corridors.  The Life Safety Code defines low hazard contents as those of 
such low combustibility that no self-propagating fire therein can occur. 
 
As the Life Safety Code Handbook states: “Very few occupancies qualify as having low hazard contents.” It goes on to 
offer the cautious example of: “pig iron ingots stored underwater.” While this may be an extreme example of low hazard 
contents, most combustibles would have to be prohibited from these areas in order to comply with the prescriptive 
requirements of the Life Safety Code. 
 
Since complying with the prescriptive requirements of the Life Safety Code would entail either installing a fire sprinkler 
system or extreme administrative control of combustibles, fires in the areas of stairs 3 and 4 were chosen for 
performance based analysis. Unfortunately, neither simulation produced passing results. 
 
This leaves the two prescriptive options to comply with the Life Safety Code:  
 
Institute stringent administrative controls, allowing only low hazard contents that are of such low combustibility that no 
self-propagating fire therein can occur. This would entail extreme control on the placement, use, storage and staging of 
combustibles in the main lobby, stairways 3 and 4, and the main first and second floor corridors.  Such controls may be 
difficult to impossible to practically implement. 
 
Alternatively, install an approved automatic sprinkler system in accordance with Section 9.7 of the Life Safety Code. 
 
A conceptual design for a fire sprinkler system has been presented in section 5 of this analysis  as part of this project to 
provide protection in accordance with NFPA 13, Installation of Fire Sprinkler Systems, 2013 edition. Sprinkler layouts are 
included in Appendix 12. 
 
7.2 Alarm System 
 
See section 4.6.2 of this analysis for alarm annunciation deficiencies to be verified and corrected. 
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8 Special Thanks 
 
Special thanks to Aric Carracino for all the great photographs!
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9 Conclusions 
 
This report analyzes the Cotchett Education Building on the Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo College campus.  Since this is an 
existing building, with various modifications made during the life of the building, it was analyzed as an existing building. 
NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition (LSC) contains requirements for existing buildings, and was the primary code 
used in this analysis. Other codes used in analysis were referenced in each section. 
 
The Cotchett Education Building meets most requirements of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2012 edition. However, there 
are recommendations regarding exiting and the alarm system. See section 7 of this analysis for these recommendations. 
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Appendix  4 BASEMENT
Room  Room Title  Area Occupant 
Load Factor 
Occupants Use  Occupancy
SF SF / Person Persons
0001‐00  Janitor's Closet  42 100 1 Business  Business
0002‐00  Men's Room  276 100 3 Business  Business
0003‐00  Mech Room  547 100 6 Business  Business
0004‐00  Electrical Room  220 100 3 Business  Business
0004‐A0  Electrical Room  161 100 2 Business  Business
0005‐00  Maint Rpr Sp  206 100 3 Business  Business
0005‐A0  Admin Office  189 100 2 Business  Business
0006‐00  Rest Room  286 100 3 Business  Business
0007‐00  Support Office  358 100 4 Business  Business
0007‐A0  Support Office  708 100 8 Business  Business
0008‐00  Support Office  118 100 2 Business  Business
0008‐A0  Support Office  119 100 2 Business  Business
0009‐00  Support Office  676 100 7 Business  Business
0009‐A0  Support Office  635 100 7 Business  Business
0010‐00  Spec Inst Sup  699 100 7 Business  Business
0012‐00  Gen Storage  262 500 1 Storage  Storage
0013‐00  Spec Inst Sup  961 100 10 Business  Business
0013‐A0  Gen Storage  96 500 1 Storage  Storage
0014‐00  Gen Storage  125 500 1 Storage  Storage
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0015‐00  Staff Office  149 100 2 Business  Business
0015‐A0  Admin Office  219 100 3 Business  Business
0016‐A0  Support Office  155 100 2 Business  Business
0016‐B0  Staff Office  139 100 2 Business  Business
0016‐C0  Staff Office  203 100 3 Business  Business
0016‐D0  Support Office  119 100 2 Business  Business
0017‐00  Maint Rpr Sp  370 100 4 Business  Business
0018‐00  Maint Rpr Sp  395 100 4 Business  Business
0019‐00  Maint Rpr Sp  642 100 7 Business  Business
0020‐00  Support Office  118 100 2 Business  Business
0020‐A0  Staff Office  66 100 1 Business  Business
0020‐E0  Gen Storage  37 500 1 Storage  Storage
0021‐00  Staff Office  140 100 2 Business  Business
0021‐A0  Gen Storage  307 500 1 Storage  Storage
0021‐B0   Office  21 100 1 Business  Business
0022‐00  Staff Office  154 100 2 Business  Business
0023‐00  Staff Office  154 100 2 Business  Business
0024‐00  Conf Room  708 100 8 Business  Business
0025‐00  Spec Inst Sup  420 100 5 Business  Business
0025‐A0  Spec Inst Sup  115 100 2 Business  Business
0025‐B0  Office  79 100 1 Business  Business
0025‐C0  Spec Inst Sup  400 100 4 Business  Business
0026‐00  Admin Use  208 100 3 Business  Business
0027‐00  Mech Room  361 100 4 Business  Business
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0028‐00  Maint Rpr Sp  153 100 2 Business  Business
0028‐A0  Gen Storage  68 500 1 Storage  Storage
0029‐00  Maint Rpr Sp  424 100 5 Business  Business
0029‐A0  Gen Storage  286 500 1 Storage  Storage
C01  Corridor  826 100 9 Business  Business
C02  Corridor  1358 100 14 Business  Business
C03  Corridor  109 100 2 Business  Business
C04  Corridor  575 100 6 Business  Business
C05  Corridor  166 100 2 Business  Business
S01  Stair  57 0 0 Stair  Stair
S02  Stair  239 0 0 Stair  Stair
Total  Basement  16624 183
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Appendix  4  FIRST 
FLOOR 
Room  Room Title  Area Occupant 
Load Factor 
Occupants Use  Occupancy 
SF SF / Person  Persons
0101‐00  UpDiv Teach Lab  542 20  28 Teaching 
Lab 
Business 
0102‐00  Rest Room  108 100  2 Business  Business 
0103‐00  Janitor's Closet  25 100  1 Business  Business 
0104‐00  Faculty Office  109 100  2 Business  Business 
0105‐00  Faculty Office  119 100  2 Business  Business 
0106‐00  Admin Office  153 100  2 Business  Business 
0107‐00  Faculty Office  151 100  2 Business  Business 
0108‐00  Faculty Office  151 100  2 Business  Business 
0109‐00  Faculty Office  151 100  2 Business  Business 
0110‐00  Faculty Office  151 100  2 Business  Business 
0111‐00  Faculty Office  151 100  2 Business  Business 
0112‐00  Faculty Office  151 100  2 Business  Business 
0113‐00  Lecture  612 20  31 Classroom  Business 
0113‐A0  Faculty Office  140 100  2 Business  Business 
0113‐B0  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0114‐00  UpDiv Teach Lab  553 20  28 Teaching 
Lab 
Business 
0114‐C0  Staff Office  159 100  2 Business  Business 
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0114‐D0  Staff Office  129 100  2 Business  Business 
0115‐00  Janitor's Closet  26 100  1 Business  Business 
0116‐00  Admin Use  454 100  5 Business  Business 
0116‐A0  Admin Use  153 100  2 Business  Business 
0118‐00  Janitor's Closet  42 100  1 Business  Business 
0119‐00  Rest Room  272 100  3 Business  Business 
0120‐00  Staff Office  508 100  6 Business  Business 
0121‐00  Support Office  217 100  3 Business  Business 
0122‐A0  Staff Office  148 100  2 Business  Business 
0122‐B0  Staff Office  148 100  2 Business  Business 
0123‐00  Staff Office  148 100  2 Business  Business 
0124‐00  Admin Office  246 100  3 Business  Business 
0125‐00  Spec Instruction  255 20  13 Classroom  Business 
0125‐A0  Spec Instruction  121 20  7 Classroom  Business 
0125‐B0  Spec Instruction  119 20  6 Classroom  Business 
0125‐C0  Spec Instruction  182 20  10 Classroom  Business 
0126‐00  Lecture  1,072 15  72 Assembly  Assembly 
0126‐A0  Spec Instruction  200 20  10 Classroom  Business 
0126‐B0  Gen Storage  145 500  1 Storage  Storage 
0127‐00  UpDiv Teach Lab  1,070 15  72 Assembly  Assembly 
0128‐00  Rest Room  308 100  4 Business  Business 
0129‐00  Phone  73 100  1 Business  Business 
0130‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0131‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
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0132‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0133‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0134‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0135‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0136‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0137‐00  Faculty Office  145 100  2 Business  Business 
0138‐00  Faculty Office  147 100  2 Business  Business 
C11  Corridor  734 100  8 Business  Business 
C12  Corridor  1481 100  15 Business  Business 
C13  Corridor  882 100  9 Business  Business 
C14  Corridor  372 100  4 Business  Business 
C15  Corridor  806 100  9 Business  Business 
S12  Stair  272 0  0 Stair  Stair 
S13  Stair  116 0  0 Stair  Stair 
Total  First Floor  15577 405
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Appendix  4  SECOND 
FLOOR 
Room  Room Title  Area Occupant 
Load Factor 
Occupants Use  Occupancy 
SF SF / Person  Persons
0201‐00  Janitor's Closet  42 100  1 Business  Business 
0202‐00  Rest Room  270 100  3 Business  Business 
0203‐00  Lecture  682 20  35 Classroom  Business 
0204‐00  Lecture  682 20  35 Classroom  Business 
0205‐00  Lecture  533 20  27 Classroom  Business 
0206‐00  Lecture  1,373 15  92 Assembly  Assembly 
0208‐00  Rest Room  252 100  3 Business  Business 
209  Janitor's Closet  30 100  1 Business  Business 
0210‐00  Lecture  611 20  31 Classroom  Business 
0210‐A0  Lecture Serv  103 100  2 Business  Business 
0210‐B0  Lecture Serv  100 100  1 Business  Business 
0211‐00  Gen Storage  210 500  1 Storage  Storage 
0212‐00  Lecture  837 20  42 Classroom  Business 
0213‐00  Lecture  884 20  45 Classroom  Business 
0214‐00  Lecture  970 20  49 Classroom  Business 
0215‐00  Lecture Serv  129 100  2 Business  Business 
0215‐A0  Lecture Serv  82 100  1 Business  Business 
0216‐00  Mech Room  216 100  3 Business  Business 
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C21  Corridor  2682 100  27 Business  Business 
C22  Corridor  175 100  2 Business  Business 
C23  Corridor  188 100  2 Business  Business 
S22  Stair  156 0  0 Stair  Stair 
S23  Stair  189 0  0 Stair  Stair 
S24  Stair  244 0  0 Stair  Stair 
Total  Second Floor  11640 405
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William, 
URLs; 
http://ssl.afd.calpoly.edu/facs_edelivery_secured/001/Archives/ 002lkOP83E5/ 
http://ssl.afd.calpoly.edu/facs_edelivery_secured/001/Archives/003_Kioa94kd/ 
The building was extensively remodeled when the Business building was built. The fire alarm drawing for 
Business does not appear to have any work in Education. The Education building, built in the 1940’s, 
current fire alarm system was likely modified over the years with internal resources and without much 
documentation. 
User Name: PlanroomWeb  (case sensitive) 
Password: LvL2DcS! (case sensitive)  – Good only this quarter 
Try different browsers if connection fails. Internet Explorer is not recommended at this time. 
Firefox is fine for download but do not use their new internal pdf viewer; It has no pdf layer or 
bookmark functionality. 
Do not open large PDF files with your browser! Save to your computer. 
These documents are Classification Level 2: Internal Use Only. By being granted access you are 
expected to be familiar with proper handling. 
Information Classification and Handling Standard 
Also simple floor plans in PDF & CAD are unsecured here; 
http://afd.calpoly.edu/facilities/maps.asp?pid=7 
Attached are our current Fire Protection Plans for that building in AutoCAD. 
…Rex
Rex Wolf, Architect  
Plan Room Coordinator  
Facilities  
California Polytechnic State University 
San Luis Obispo  
-----Original Message----- 
From: William Beasland [mailto:wbeaslan@calpoly.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 6:29 PM 
To: Cal Poly Maps 
Subject: Fwd: Planroom Access 
I am a student in the Fire Protection Engineering Master's Degree program. 
97
  
I am using the Cotchett Education Building as my project building and will be needing access to fire 
alarm plans and specifications for use in the project this quarter and additional plans and specifications 
in future quarters. 
  
Thank you for your help. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
William J. Beasland 
  
865-621-9072 
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2099-Series Non-Coded 
 Fire Alarm Stations 
Installation and Operating Instructions 
 
© 2000 Simplex Time Recorder Co., Westminster, MA 01441-0001 USA 
All specifications and other information shown were current as of publication, and are subject to change without notice. 
 
574-656 
Rev. A 
 
Fire Alarm Station Operation 
 
Single Action Stations 2099-9101, -9102, -9754, -9755 – Figure 1 
 
Pulling the handle down firmly to break the rod (visible below the handle) 
causes the sounding of an alarm and the actuation of annunciator contacts 
(if provided). The front of the station must be unlocked and opened to reset 
the handle before the fire alarm system can be returned to normal. Replace 
the rod as shown in mounting drawing (see Figure 7). 
 
Single Action Station with Pre-signal Alarm 2099-9107 – Figure 1 
 
Pulling the handle down firmly to break the rod (visible below the handle) 
causes the sounding of a pre-signal alarm, actuates the annunciator contacts 
(if provided), and exposes the general alarm key switch. Insert and turn the 
proper key to sound a general alarm. The front of the station must be 
unlocked and opened to reset the handle before the fire alarm system can be 
returned to normal. Replace the rod as shown in mounting drawing (see 
Figure 7). 
 
Signal Action Station with Institutional Cover 2099-9762 – Figure 2 
 
Unlocking and opening the station causes the sounding of a general alarm. 
The station must be closed and locked before the fire alarm system can be 
returned to normal. 
 
Double Action Stations (Break Glass) 2099-9103, -9104, -9105 – Figure 3 
 
Breaking the glass with the hammer and pulling the handle down firmly to 
break the rod (visible below the handle) causes the sounding of an alarm 
and the actuation of annunciator contacts (if provided). The front of the 
station must be unlocked and opened to reset the handle before the fire 
alarm system can be returned to normal. Replace the glass plate as shown 
in the replacement drawing (see Figure 5) and replace the rod as shown in 
the mounting drawing (see Figure 7).  
 
Double Action Station with Pre-signal Alarm (Break Glass) 2099-9108 
– Figure 3 
 
Breaking the glass with the hammer and pulling the handle down firmly to 
break the rod (visible below the handle) causes the sounding of a pre-signal 
alarm, actuates the annunciator contacts (if provided), and exposes the 
general alarm key switch. Insert and turn the proper key to sound a general 
alarm. The front of the station must be unlocked and opened to reset the 
handle before the fire alarm system can be returned to normal. Replace the 
glass plate (see Figure 5) as shown in the replacement drawing and replace 
the rod as shown in the mounting drawing (see Figure 7). 
 
Double Action Station (Push Type) 2099-9756, -9757, -9758 – Figure 4 
 
Pushing on the push bar and then pulling the handle down firmly to break 
the rod (visible below the handle) causes the sounding of an alarm and the 
actuation of annunciator contacts (if provided). The front of the station 
must be unlocked and opened to reset the handle before the fire alarm 
system can be returned to normal. Replace the rod as shown in mounting 
drawing (see Figure 7). 
 
Double Action Station with Pre-signal Alarm (Push Type) 2099-9759 – 
Figure 4 
 
Pushing on the push bar and then pulling the handle down firmly to break 
the rod (visible below the handle) causes the sounding of a pre-signal 
alarm, actuates the annunciator contacts (if provided), and exposes the 
general alarm key switch. Insert and turn the proper key to sound a general 
alarm. The front of the station must be unlocked and opened to reset the 
handle before the fire alarm system can be returned to normal. Replace the 
rod as shown in mounting drawing (see Figure 7). 
ALARMFIRE
PULL    DOWN
 
Single Action Station 
Figure 1. ALARMFIRE
KEY
OPERATED
ONLY
 
 
Single Action Station with 
Institutional Cover 
Figure 2. ALARMFIRE
BREAK    GLASS
   PULL      DOWN
 
 
Double Action Station  
Break Glass 
Figure 3. ALARMFIRE
PULL    DOWN
PUSH
 
 
Double Action Station 
Push Type 
Figure 4. 
Note: (On all 2099 Stations) 
Once installed, unlocking and 
opening the front of the station 
causes an alarm. 
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Testing 
Notify local authorities and operate station as in an actual alarm station. After testing, replace rod (and glass plate on glass double action units), reset 
the station, and restore the control panel. 
Replacement of Glass on Double Action Break Glass Type – Figure 5 
1. Swing Hammer (A) away from front of pull station. 
2. Fit glass retainer (B) onto bottom of glass plate (C). Then 
fit top of glass plate behind tab. 
3. Slide glass retainer (B) into station until it snaps into place. 
4. Gently return hammer (A) to its normal position. 
Application 
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), Bulletin 
number 72, gives specific minimum requirements on this 
subject. When manual station coverage appears limited in any 
way, additional units should be installed. Stations should be 
mounted with the bottom of the station not less than 3-1/2 ft. 
(1.07M) or more than 5 feet (1.52M) from the floor. Usually 
stations are mounted at the 4-1/2 ft. (1.4M) level. 
In order to make building and facilities accessible to, and 
usable by the physically handicapped, some specifications may 
require that the station be installed not more than 3-1/2 ft. 
(1.07M) from the floor. 
Stations should be located in the normal path of exit, and 
distributed in the protected area so that they are unobstructed 
and readily accessible. 
Stations should be provided on each floor to obtain a travel 
distance of not more than 200 feet (60.96M) to the nearest 
station from any point in the building. One station should be 
provided for each floor where the maximum floor area is 10,000 
square feet (929 sq. meters) or more. One station should be 
provided on the first floor and on each succeeding alternate 
floor if the areas to be protected are smaller than the limits as 
described above. 
Mounting 
For semi-flush mounting (Figures 6 and 8), use a standard  
4” (10.16cm) square outlet box with a minimum depth of 2-1/8” 
(5.39cm) fitted with a 3/4” (1.9cm) deep single gang switch 
cover set flush (DO NOT RECESS) or protruding 1/16” (.16cm) 
from the wall surface. 
Exception: The 2099-9103, -9754, -9755, -9756, or -9762 
can be semi-flush mounted by using a standard single gang 
switch box 3” x 2” (7.62cm x 5.08cm) with a minimum depth of 
2-1/2” (3.65cm) with conduit KO’s, set flush (DO NOT 
RECESS) or protruding 1/16” (.16cm) from the wall surface. 
For surface mounting (Figures 7 and 8), use a 2975-9178 red 
steel back box or a 2975-9022 aluminum back box. Do not 
substitute a box with a depth less than 2-3/16” (5.55cm). 
Exception: The 2099-9103, -9754, -9755, -9756, or -9762 can 
be surface mounted by using a wiremold box no. 
B-3 (formerly A-3). 
 
 
Front View    Side View 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  Double Action Station Glass Plate Replacement 
B
C 
A A 
D 
C 
B 
 
Figure 6.  Semi-Flush Station Mounting 
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Figure 7.  Surface Station Mounting 
 
 
 
Figure 8.  Alternate Semi-Flush and Surface Station Mounting 
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Wiring 
 
Use No. 18 AWG minimum, No. 14 AWG maximum (Terminal Specification). 
 
Caution: For System supervision, do not use looped wire under terminals.  Break wire run to provide supervision of connections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Features and Contact Arrangements 
 
 
PRODUCT ID 
 
SINGLE 
ACTION 
GLASS 
DOUBLE 
ACTION 
PUSH 
DOUBLE 
ACTION 
 
PRE- 
SIGNAL 
 
GEN. ALARM 
 
ANUNN 
LOCAL 
COVER 
A 
INST. 
COVER 
B 
2099-9101 X    NO NO   
2099-9102 X    NO NC   
2099-9103  X   NO    
2099-9104  X   NO NO   
2099-9105  X   NO NC   
2099-9107 X   NO NO NO   
2099-9108  X  NO NO NO   
2099-9754 X    NO    
2099-9755 X    NO  X  
2099-9756   X  NO    
2099-9757   X  NO NO   
2099-9758   X  NO NC   
2099-9759   X NO NO NO   
2099-9762 X    NO   X 
 
English Version Units 
 
NO = Normally open contact (closed on Alarm) 
 
NC = Normally closed contact (open on Alarm) 
 
A  = Cover marking “Local” 
 
B  = Institutional cover marking “Key Operated only” 
 
 
 
 
Station Type 
 
Terminal Connections 
 
 
2099-9103 
2099-9754 
2099-9755 
2099-9756 
2099-9762 
 
 
 
 
2099-9101 
2099-9102 
2099-9104 
2099-9105 
2099-9757 
2099-9758 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2099-9107 
2099-9108 
2099-9759 
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Features 
 
Audible/visible (A/V) notification appliances with 
efficient electronic horn and high output xenon 
strobe, available for wall or ceiling mount: 
• Operation is compatible with ADA requirements (refer 
to important installation information on page 3) 
• Rugged, high impact, flame retardant thermoplastic 
housings are available in red or white with clear lens 
Operates over a two-wire SmartSync circuit to 
provide: 
• Horns that are controlled separately from strobes on the 
same two-wire circuit  
• “On-until-silenced” and “on-until-reset” operation on 
the same two-wire pair 
• SmartSync horn activation of Temporal pattern, March 
Time pattern (at 60 BPM), or on continuously 
• Strobe appliances on the same circuit operating at a 
synchronized 1 Hz flash rate 
• Operation requires connection to a compatible 
SmartSync operation NAC or to SmartSync Control 
Module (SCM) 4905-9938 
Wall mount A/Vs features: 
• Wiring terminals are accessible from the front of the 
housing providing easy access for installation, 
inspection, and testing 
• Covers are available separately to convert housing color 
• Optional UL/ULC listed sound damper for locations 
requiring attenuation of 5 to 6 dBA (stairwells, small 
rooms, highly reverberant areas, etc.) 
Optional adapters and wire guards: 
• Wall mount A/V adapters are available to cover surface 
mounted electrical boxes and to adapt to Simplex® 
2975-9145 boxes 
• UL listed red wire guards are available for wall or 
ceiling mount A/Vs*  
Visible notification appliance (strobe):  
• 24 VDC xenon strobe; intensity is selectable as 15, 30, 
75, or 110 candela with visible selection jumper secured 
behind strobe housing 
• Regulated circuit design ensures consistent flash output 
and provides controlled inrush current 
• Listed to UL 1971 and ULC S526 
Audible notification appliance (horn): 
• Low current, 24 VDC electronic horn with harmonically 
rich sound output suitable for either steady or coded 
operation (Temporal or 60 BPM March Time pattern)  
• Listed to UL 464 and ULC S525 
 
Wall and Ceiling Mount A/Vs 
Description 
 
Multi-Candela TrueAlert A/Vs with horn and 
synchronized strobe provide convenient installation 
to standard electrical boxes. The enclosure designs are 
both impact and vandal resistant and provide a convenient 
strobe intensity selection. Since each model can be 
selected for strobe intensity output, on-site model 
inventory is minimized and changes encountered during 
construction can be easily accommodated. 
Wall mount A/V housings are a one-piece assembly 
(including lens) that mounts to a single or double gang, or 
4” square standard electrical box. The cover can be 
quickly removed (a tool is required) and covers are 
available separately for color conversion. 
Ceiling mount A/Vs install using standard 4” electrical 
boxes. Color choice is determined by model number.  
Strobe Intensity Selection 
 
During installation, a selection plug at the back of the 
housing determines the desired strobe intensity. An 
attached flag with black letters on a highly visible yellow 
background allows the selected intensity to be seen at the 
side of the strobe lens. 
*    Refer to page 2 for guard listing. This product has been approved by the California State 
Fire Marshal (CSFM) pursuant to Section 13144.1 of the California Health and Safety 
Code. See CSFM Listing 7125-0026:317 for allowable values and/or conditions concerning 
material presented in this document. It is subject to re-examination, revision, and possible 
cancellation. Accepted for use – City of New York Department of Buildings – MEA35-93E. 
Refer to page 2 for listing status of wire guards. Additional listings may be applicable; 
contact your local Simplex product supplier for the latest status. Listings and approvals 
under Simplex Time Recorder Co. are the property of Tyco Safety Products Westminster. 
**  Simplex multi-candela SmartSync two-wire horn/strobe appliance operation is protected 
under one or more of the following U.S. Patent Numbers: 5,559,492; 5,622,427; 
5,865,527; 5,886,620; 6,281,789; 6,954,137; 7,005,971; and 7,006,003.
 TrueAlert® Multi-Candela Notification Appliances 
UL, ULC, CSFM Listed; FM Approved; SmartSync™ Operation Audible/Visible Notification 
MEA (NYC) Acceptance* with Horn and Synchronized Flash, Non-Addressable  
  S4906-0002-5  9/2009
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 Strobe Application Selection 
 
Proper selection of visible notification is dependent on 
occupancy, location, local codes, and proper applications 
of: the National Fire Alarm Code (NFPA 72), ANSI 
A117.1; the appropriate model building code: BOCA, 
ICBO, or SBCCI; and the application guidelines of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 
Synchronized Strobes 
 
Multiple Strobes. When multiple strobes and their 
reflections can be seen from one location, synchronized 
flashes reduce the probability of photo-sensitive reactions 
as well as the annoyance and possible distraction of 
random flashing. The multi-candela strobes of these A/Vs 
are synchronized by the controlling SmartSync operation 
NAC. 
 
SmartSync Two-Wire Control 
 
SmartSync operation mode allows a two-wire circuit to 
provide the ability to activate both the horn and strobe on 
the same NAC and then allow the horn to be silenced 
while the strobe remains flashing. The horn operates as 
“on-until-silenced” while the strobe operation is 
“on-until-reset.”  
 
SmartSync Control Sources 
 
• 4006, 4008, 4100U, and 4010 Fire Alarm Control 
Panels (refer to individual product data sheets for more 
information) 
• 4009 IDNet NAC Extender (refer to data sheet 
S4009-0002) 
• SmartSync Control Module (SCM) 4905-9938 (refer to 
data sheet S4905-0003) 
Additional SmartSync compatible notification 
appliances include separate horns and combination 
horn/strobe notification appliances.  
 2 S4906-0002-5  9/2009
Multi-Candela A/Vs 
Model Mounting  Housing Color “FIRE” Lettering Description 
4906-9127  Red White 
4906-9129 
 Wall 
White  Red 
4906-9128  Red White 
4906-9130 
Ceiling 
White  Red 
Horn with Multi-Candela Strobe; strobe intensity selectable as: 
15, 30, 75, or 110 candela; operates with SmartSync two-wire 
control 
Wall Mount A/V Accessories 
Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9937 Red 
4905-9940 White 
Surface Mount Adapter Skirt; use to cover 1-1/2” (38 mm) deep 
surface mounted boxes 
5-3/8” H x 5-1/4” W x 1-5/8” D  
(136 mm x 133 mm x 41 mm)  
depth with strobe = 4-3/8” (111 mm) 
4905-9931 Red Adapter Plate for mounting to Simplex 2975-9145 box (typically for retrofit, may be mounted vertical or horizontal) 
8-5/16” x 5-3/4” x 0.060” Thick 
(211 mm x 146 mm x 1.5 mm) 
2975-9145 Red Mounting Box, requires Adapter Plate 4905-9931  7-7/8" x 5-1/8" x 2-3/4" D (200 mm x 130 mm x 70 mm) 
4905-9838 
Optional Sound Damper; package of 20; field installed adhesive backed 
horn output attenuator; reduces output 5 to 6 dBA  
NOTE: After Sound Damper installation, measure sound level to ensure 
compliance with applicable code requirements 
1-3/4” Diameter (44.5 mm)  
with 0.31” (8 mm) sound opening 
SmartSync Control Module 
Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9938 SmartSync Control Module with Class B or Class A output; mounts in 4” (102 mm) square box; refer to data sheet S4905-0003 for details 
4” x 4-1/8” x 1-1/4” D 
(102 mm x 105 mm x 32 mm) 
Replacement Covers for Wall Mount A/Vs 
Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9994 Red cover with white “FIRE” lettering 
4905-9995 White cover with red “FIRE” lettering 
5-1/8” H x 5” W x 1-1/2” D  
(130 mm x 127 mm x 38 mm) 
Wire Guards and Ceiling Mount A/V Adapter 
Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9961* Wall mount red wire guard with mounting plate, compatible with semi-flush or surface mounted boxes 
6-1/16” H x 6-1/16” W x 3-1/8” D 
(154 mm x 154 mm x 79 mm) 
4905-9927* Red Wire Guard for mounting to flush mounted electrical box 8-1/2” x 6-1/8” x 3”  (216 mm x 156 mm x 76 mm) 
4905-9928* Red Adapter Plate, required to mount guard to surface mounted electrical box 
9” x 7” 
(229 mm x 178 mm) 
4905-9915 White 
4905-9916 
Ceiling 
Mount 
Red 
Surface Mount Adapter Box Extension, use to cover 
1-1/2” deep surface mounted boxes 
4-3/4" x 6-7/8" x 1-1/2" deep, 
 (121 mm x 175 mm x 38 mm) 
* UL listed by Space Age Electronics Inc. 
 Product Selection 
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Wall Mount or Ceiling Mount, Common Specifications 
Rated Voltage Range Regulated 24 DC; see Note 1 below 
Flash Rate and Synchronized NAC Loading 1 Hz; with up to 35 synchronized strobes maximum per NAC 
Environmental; Temperature and Humidity 32° to 122° F (0° to 50° C); 10% to 93%, non-condensing at 100° F (38° C) 
Connections Terminal blocks for 18 AWG to 12 AWG (0.82 mm
2 to 3.31 mm2) ; two wires per 
terminal for in/out wiring 
Horn Output Characteristics 2400 to 3700 Hz sweep, modulated at 120 Hz rate 
Model Type Wall Mount Ceiling Mount 
Sound Type (see Note 2) Steady Coded Steady Coded 
Reverberant Chamber Test, 
per UL 464 @ 10 ft (~3 m) 86 dBA 82 dBA 87 dBA 83 dBA 
Horn Output 
Ratings 
(see Note 2 for 
polar dispersion 
reference) Anechoic Chamber Test, per 
ULC S525 @ 3 m (~10 ft) 88 dBA 94 dBA 90 dBA 98 dBA 
Housing Dimensions (with lens) 5-1/8” H x 5” W x 2-3/4” D (130 mm x 127 mm x 70 mm) 
15 cd 30 cd 75 cd 110 cd Maximum RMS Current Rating per 
Strobe Setting (see Note 3 below) 75 mA 116 mA 221 mA 285 mA 
18 VDC 67 mA 103 mA 196 mA 253 mA 
Wall Mount 
Reference RMS Currents 
at other voltages 24 VDC 50 mA 77 mA 147 mA 190 mA 
Housing Dimensions (with lens) 4-3/4 L” x 6-7/8” W x 2-5/8” D (121 mm x 175 mm x 67 mm) 
15 cd 30 cd 75 cd 110 cd Maximum RMS Current Rating per 
Strobe Setting (see Note 3 below) 86 mA 132 mA 250 mA 320 mA 
18 VDC 76 mA 117 mA 222 mA 284 mA 
Ceiling 
Mount 
Reference RMS Currents 
at other voltages 24 VDC 57 mA 88 mA 167 mA 213 mA 
NOTES: 
1. “Regulated 24 DC” refers to the voltage range of 16 to 33 VDC per UL Standard 1971, Signaling Devices for the Hearing Impaired, 
changes effective May 1, 2004. This voltage range is the absolute operating range. Operation outside of this range may cause 
permanent damage to the appliance. Please note that 16 VDC is the lowest operating voltage that is allowed at the last appliance on the 
NAC under worst case conditions. 
2. Coded values are typical of the output measured with a Temporal coded or a March Time coded pulse and with a sound level meter 
reading on a “fast” setting. Polar dispersion per ULC S525 testing =  -3 dBA at +/-40° off-axis; -6 dBA at +/- 50° off-axis. 
3. Currents are with horn on steady. The maximum RMS current listed is the device nameplate rating. Strobe designs are constant wattage 
and the maximum RMS current rating occurs at the lowest allowable operating voltage. (RMS is root mean square and refers to the 
effective value of a varying current waveform.) 
Removable cover
(tool required)
Mounting is compatible with
single gang, double gang, and
4" (102 mm) square boxes,
1-1/2" (38 mm) deep, by others
2
1
3
4
Mounting Holes:
4" square (4)
Single gang (2)
Double gang (3)
Wiring access hole
Wiring terminals for
SmartSync operation
Transparent housing
and lens assembly
Strobe intensity
viewing slot
Intensity selection
plug, accessible only
from rear of housing;
factory setting is 15 cd
110
75
30
15
Optional 4905-9838
Sound Damper, field attached
to attenuate sound 5 to 6 dBA
 
 
a
NFPA 72 requires
that the entire lens
be not less than
80" and not greater
than 96" above the
finished floor
Electrical
box outline
80" (2.03 m)
minimum
Bottom of lens
is either even
with, or slightly
above bottom
of compatible
boxes
IMPORTANT! WALL MOUNT
INSTALLATION HEIGHT REFERENCE
 
 
 Installation Reference, Surface or Semi-Flush Mounting 
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Surface Mounting Reference
with Optional Adapter Skirt
and Optional Wire Guard
2975-9145 Box
4905-9931 Adapter Plate
4905-9961 Optional Wire Guard
(shown here for reference only,
can be used on other mounting options)
4905-9931 Adapter Plate
4" (102 mm) square
box profile, 1-1/2"
(38 mm) deep
Surface mount conduit and
box shown for reference
A/V
Optional
4905-9961
Wire Guard
Optional Surface Mount Adapter Skirt,
1-1/2" deep: 4905-9937, Red;
4905-9940, White (conduit knockouts
are provided on all four sides)
 
 
 
11
0
75 30 15
4" (102 mm) square box,
1-1/2" (38 mm) minimum depth
Optional 4905-9915/-9916 Adapter,
recommended for surface mounted box
Wiring terminals are
located behind the housing
Ceiling reference,
surface mounted box
Ceiling reference,
flush mounted box
Strobe intensity viewing slot
Intensity selection plug,
accessible only from rear of lens
housing; factory setting is 15 cd
Optional 4905-9928 Adapter Plate,
required for surface mounted electrical box
Optional 4905-9927
Red Wire Guard
Four mounting clamps included, two each side
End View
 
 
 Wall Mount Installation Reference; Adapter Plate, Guard, and Adapter Skirt 
 Ceiling Mount A/V and Guard Installation Reference 
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Features 
 
24 VDC high intensity notification appliance 
common features: 
 Xenon strobe with intensity selectable as 135, 177, or 
185 candela; visible selection jumper is secured behind 
strobe housing 
 Regulated circuit design ensures consistent flash output 
and provides controlled inrush current 
 Control is compatible with Simplex® SmartSync™ 
two-wire operation 
 Operation is compatible with ADA requirements (refer 
to important installation information on page 3) 
 Rugged, high impact, flame retardant thermoplastic 
housings available in red or white with clear lens 
 Models are available for wall or ceiling mount 
 Strobe operation is UL listed to Standard 1971 
Appliances with audible notification (horn): 
 Low current electronic horn with harmonically rich 
sound output suitable for either steady or coded 
operation (Temporal or 60 BPM March Time pattern)  
 Horn operation is UL listed to Standard 464 
Strobes provide synchronized flash for use with: 
 Simplex fire alarm control panels and NAC Extenders 
when selected to provide strobe synchronization or 
SmartSync™ two-wire control** 
 Separate strobe Synchronization Modules or SmartSync 
Control Modules (SCMs) that convert conventional 
NAC inputs to a Smartsync output 
SmartSync two-wire operation provides: 
 Horns controlled separately from strobes on the same 
two-wire circuit, activated as Temporal pattern, March 
Time pattern (at 60 BPM), or on continuously 
Wall mount appliance features: 
 Wiring terminals are accessible from the front of the 
housing providing easy access for installation, 
inspection, and testing 
 Covers are available separately to convert housing color 
 A/V models have an available UL listed sound damper 
for locations requiring attenuation of 5 to 6 dBA 
(stairwells, small rooms, highly reverberant areas, etc.) 
Optional adapters and wire guards: 
 Wall mount A/V adapters are available to cover surface 
mounted electrical boxes and to adapt to Simplex 
2975-9145 boxes 
 UL listed red wire guards are available for wall or 
ceiling mount A/Vs 
**  Simplex multi-candela SmartSync two-wire horn/strobe appliance operation is protected 
under one or more of the following U.S. Patent Numbers: 5,559,492; 5,622,427; 5,865,527; 
5,886,620; 6,281,789; 6,954,137; 7,005,971; and 7,006,003. 
 
Wall and Ceiling Mount High Intensity 
Strobes (top) and Horn/Strobes (bottom) 
Description 
 
Convenient Selection and Installation. TrueAlert 
multi-candela high intensity appliances provide 
convenient installation to standard electrical boxes. They 
are both impact and vandal resistant and provide a 
convenient strobe intensity selection. Since each model 
can be selected for strobe intensity output, on-site model 
inventory is minimized and changes encountered during 
construction can be easily accommodated. 
Wall Mount. Housings are a one-piece assembly 
(including lens) that mounts to a single or double gang, or 
4” square standard electrical box. The cover can be 
quickly removed (a tool is required) and covers are 
available separately for color conversion. 
Ceiling Mount. Strobe appliances install using standard 
single gang electrical boxes. Horn/strobe appliances 
install using standard 4” electrical boxes. Color choice is 
determined by model number.  
Strobe Intensity Selection 
 
During installation, a selection plug at the back of the 
housing determines the desired strobe intensity. An 
attached flag with black letters on a highly visible yellow 
background allows the selected intensity to be seen at the 
side of the strobe lens. 
Strobe Application Selection 
 
Proper selection of visible notification is dependent on 
occupancy, location, local codes, and proper applications 
of: the National Fire Alarm Code (NFPA 72), ANSI 
A117.1; the appropriate model building code: BOCA, 
ICBO, or SBCCI; and the application guidelines of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 
*    This product has been approved by the California State Fire Marshal (CSFM) pursuant to 
Section 13144.1 of the California Health and Safety Code. See CSFM Listing 
7125-0026:333 for allowable values and/or conditions concerning material presented in this 
document. It is subject to re-examination, revision, and possible cancellation. Additional 
listings may be applicable; contact your local Simplex product supplier for the latest status. 
Listings and approvals under Simplex Time Recorder Co. are the property of Tyco Safety 
Products Westminster. 
 TrueAlert® Multi-Candela Notification Appliances 
UL, ULC, CSFM Listed; Multi-Candela, High Intensity (non-addressable) 
FM Approved* Strobe (V/O) and Horn/Strobe (A/V)  
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 SmartSync Two-Wire Control 
 
SmartSync operation mode allows a two-wire circuit to 
provide the ability to activate both the horn and strobe on 
the same NAC and then allow the horn to be silenced 
while the strobe remains flashing. The horn operates as 
“on-until-silenced” while the strobe operation is 
“on-until-reset.” 
 
SmartSync Control Sources 
 
SmartSync two-wire control is available from: 
 4006, 4008, 4100U, and 4010 Fire Alarm Control 
Panels (refer to individual product data sheets for more 
information) 
 4009 IDNet NAC Extenders (refer to data sheet 
S4009-0002) 
 SmartSync Control Module (SCM) Model 4905-9938 
(refer to data sheet S4905-0003) 
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Strobe (V/O) 
Model Housing  Lettering Mounting  Description 
4906-9109 Red White 
Wall Multi-candela strobe with intensity selectable as: 135, 177, or 
185 candela; synchronized flash rate; SmartSync two-wire control 
compatible 
4906-9111 White Red 
4906-9110 Red White 
Ceiling 
4906-9112 White Red 
Horn/Strobe (A/V) 
Model Housing  Lettering Mounting  Description 
4906-9139 Red White 
Wall Horn and multi-candela strobe with intensity selectable as: 135, 177, or 
185 candela; synchronized flash rate; operates with SmartSync two-
wire control 
4906-9141 White Red 
4906-9140 Red White 
Ceiling 
4906-9142 White Red 
Wall Mount Common Accessories 
Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9937 Red Surface Mount Adapter Skirt; use to cover 1-1/2” (38 mm) deep 
surface mounted boxes 
5-3/8” H x 5-1/4” W x 1-5/8” D  
(136 mm x 133 mm x 41 mm)  
depth w/strobe = 4-3/8” (111 mm) 4905-9940 White 
4905-9931 Red Adapter Plate for mounting to Simplex 2975-9145 box (typically for retrofit, may be mounted vertical or horizontal) 
8-5/16” x 5-3/4” x 0.060” Thick 
(211 mm x 146 mm x 1.5 mm) 
4905-9838 
A/V only; Optional Sound Damper; package of 20; field installed adhesive 
backed horn output attenuator; reduces output 5 to 6 dBA  
NOTE: After Sound Damper installation, measure sound level to ensure 
compliance with applicable code requirements 
1-3/4” Diameter (44.5 mm)  
with 0.31” (8 mm) sound opening 
V/O Model A/V Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9992 4905-9994 Red Wall Mount Replacement cover with white “FIRE” lettering 5-1/8” H x 5” W x 1-1/2” D  
(130 mm x 127 mm x 38 mm) 4905-9993 4905-9995 White Wall Mount Replacement cover with red “FIRE” lettering 
Synchronization Module Reference (refer to data sheet S4905-0003 for additional information) 
Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9914 Class B Synchronized Flash Module; epoxy encapsulated with in/out 
18 AWG (0.82 mm2) wire leads, rated for 2 A NAC, requires 10 mA  
for power; for use with V/O only when not supplied from panel 
1-3/8” x 2-7/16” x 13/16”  
(35 mm x 62 mm x 20 mm) 4905-9922 Class A 
4905-9938 SmartSync Control Module with Class B or Class A output; mounts in 4” (102 mm) square box; refer to data sheet S4905-0003 for details 
4” x 4-1/8” x 1-1/4” D 
(102 mm x 105 mm x 32 mm) 
Wire Guards and Adapters (see page 4 for reference diagrams) 
Model Description Dimensions 
4905-9961* A/V or V/O Wall Mount Red Wire Guard with Mounting Plate, for semi-flush or surface mounted boxes 
6-1/16” H x 6-1/16” W x 3-1/8” D
(154 mm x 154 mm x 79 mm) 
4905-9926 V/O Ceiling Mount Red Wire Guard with Mounting Plate, for semi-flush or surface mounted boxes 
6-1/8” x 4-3/8” x 2-7/8” deep  
(156 mm x 111 mm x 73 mm) 
4905-9927* A/V Ceiling Mount Red Wire Guard for mounting to flush mounted electrical box 
8-1/2” x 6-1/8” x 3”  
(216 mm x 156 mm x 76 mm) 
4905-9928* Red Adapter Plate, required to mount 4905-9927 guard to surface mounted electrical box 9” x 7” (229 mm x 178 mm) 
4905-9910 Surface Mount Adapter Plate; zinc plated; required for mounting to handy box; not needed when using 4905-9926 guard 
4-7/8” x 3-1/8” x 0.060” D 
(124 mm x 79 mm x 1.5) 
4905-9915 White Ceiling Mount A/V Surface Mount Adapter Box Extension, use to cover 
1-1/2” deep surface mounted boxes 
4-3/4" x 6-7/8" x 1-1/2" deep, 
 (121 mm x 175 mm x 38 mm) 4905-9916 Red 
* UL listed by Space Age Electronics Inc. 
 Product Selection 
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Rated Voltage Range 
UL Listed Rating Regulated 24 DC; see Note 1 below 
ULC Listed Rating 20 VDC to 30 VDC per ULC S526-M878 
Flash Rate and Synchronized NAC Loading 1 Hz; with up to 35 synchronized strobes maximum per NAC 
Environmental; Temperature and Humidity 32° to 122° F (0° to 50° C); 10% to 93%, non-condensing at 100° F (38° C) 
Screw Terminal Connections 18 AWG to 12 AWG (0.82 mm2 to 3.31 mm2); two wires per terminal for in/out wiring 
Dimensions (with lens) 
A/V and V/O Wall Mount 5-1/8” H x 5” W x 2-3/4” D (130 mm x 127 mm x 70 mm) 
V/O Ceiling Mount 4-3/4” L x 2-5/16” W x 2-5/8” D (121 mm x 75 mm x 67 mm)  
A/V Ceiling Mount 4-3/4 L” x 6-7/8” W x 2-5/8” D (121 mm x 175 mm x 67 mm) 
Horn Output Characteristics 2400 to 3700 Hz sweep, modulated at 120 Hz rate 
A/V Horn Ratings,  
dBA @ 10 ft (3 m); at 
24 VDC (see Note 2) 
 Steady Sound Output Coded Sound Output (see Note 2) 
UL 464 Reverberant  
Chamber  
Wall Mount Ceiling Mount Wall Mount Ceiling Mount 
86 dBA 87 dBA 82 dBA 83 dBA 
Anechoic Chamber 92 dBA 93 dBA 92 dBA 93 dBA 
Angular Dispersion Per ULC S525; -3 dB at 45° off-axis for both wall and ceiling mount models 
Wall 
Mount 
 Visible Only (V/O) Audible/Visible (A/V) 
Maximum RMS Current Rating per 
Strobe Setting (see Note 3 below) 
135 cd 177 cd 185 cd 135 cd 177 cd 185 cd 
314 mA 390 mA 409 mA 333 mA 418 mA 433 mA 
Reference RMS Currents 
at other voltages 
18 VDC 279 mA 347 mA 364 mA 296 mA 372 mA 385 mA 
24 VDC 209 mA 260 mA 273 mA 222 mA 279 mA 289 mA 
Ceiling 
Mount 
 Visible Only (V/O) Audible/Visible (A/V) 
Maximum RMS Current Rating per 
Strobe Setting (see Note 3 below) 
135 cd 177 cd 185 cd 135 cd 177 cd 185 cd 
356 mA 431 mA 447 mA 389 mA 456 mA 463 mA 
Reference RMS Currents 
at other voltages 
18 VDC 316 mA 383 mA 397 mA 346 mA 405 mA 412 mA 
24 VDC 237 mA 287 mA 298 mA 259 mA 304 mA 309 mA 
NOTES: 
1. “Regulated 24 DC” refers to the voltage range of 16 to 33 VDC per UL Standard 1971, Signaling Devices for the Hearing Impaired. This 
voltage range is the absolute operating range. Operation outside of this range may cause permanent damage to the appliance. Please 
note that 16 VDC is the lowest operating voltage that is allowed at the last appliance on the NAC under worst case conditions. 
2. Coded values are typical of the output measured with a Temporal pattern or a March Time coded pulse and with a sound level meter 
reading on a “fast” setting. Under the same test conditions, coded horn output “peak” sound level readings are typically 4 dBA higher. 
Anechoic horn output ratings are typically more representative of actual installed sound output.  
3. Currents are with horn on steady. The maximum RMS current listed is the device nameplate rating. Strobe designs are constant wattage 
and the maximum RMS current rating occurs at the lowest allowable operating voltage. (RMS is root mean square and refers to the 
effective value of a varying current waveform.) 
Removable cover, A/V Shown for Reference 
(tool is required to remove cover)
Mounting is compatible with single gang, double gang, and 4" 
(102 mm) square boxes, 1-1/2" (38 mm) deep, by others
2
1
3
4
Mounting Holes:
4" square (4)
Single gang (2)
Double gang (3)
Wiring access hole
Wiring terminals
Transparent housing 
and lens assembly
 
Strobe intensity 
viewing slot
Intensity selection plug, 
accessible only from rear of 
housing; factory setting is 177 cd
185
177
135
A/V housing is shown for 
reference; optional 4905-9838 
Sound Damper (shown) attenuates 
sound 5 to 6 dBA, field installed
 
 
a
NFPA 72 requires
that the entire lens
be not less than
80" and not greater
than 96" above the
finished floor
Electrical
box outline
80" (2.03 m)
minimum
Bottom of lens
is either even
with, or slightly
above bottom
of compatible
boxes
IMPORTANT! WALL MOUNT
INSTALLATION HEIGHT REFERENCE
 
 
 Installation Reference, Surface or Semi-Flush Mounting 
 Specifications (refer to Instructions 579-859 for additional information) 
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Surface Mounting Reference 
with Optional Adapter Skirt 
and Optional Wire Guard
2975-9145 Box
4905-9931 Adapter Plate
4905-9961 Optional Wire Guard 
(shown here for reference only, 
can be used on other mounting options)
4905-9931 Adapter Plate
4" (102 mm) square 
box profile, 1-1/2" 
(38 mm) deep 
Surface mount conduit and 
box shown for reference
A/V
Optional 
4905-9961 
Wire Guard
Optional Surface Mount Adapter Skirt, 
1-1/2" deep: 4905-9937, Red; 
4905-9940, White (conduit knockouts 
are provided on all four sides)
NOTE: V/O is shown for reference, A/V mounts the same  
 
 
4905-9910 Adapter Plate, 
required for surface mount 
with handy box unless using 
the 4905-9926 wire guard
Handy box, 1-1/2" ( 38 mm) deep 
(RACO 650 or equal) or single gang 
box, 2-1/2" (64 mm) deep (RACO 
519 or equal) supplied by others
Also can be attached to boxes  
mounted to drop ceiling T-bar with 
clips (ERICO No. 512 or equal)
Single gang box (Wiremold V5744S)
 2-1/4" (57 mm) deep, supplied by others
Ceiling mount strobe
Optional 4905-9926 wire 
guard with mounting plate
4" (102 mm) square box, 
1-1/2" (38 mm) minimum depth
Optional 4905-9915/-9916 Adapter, 
recommended for surface mounted box
Ceiling reference, 
surface mounted box
Ceiling reference, 
flush mounted box
Optional 4905-9928 Adapter Plate, 
required for surface mounted electrical box
Optional 4905-9927 
Red Wire Guard
Four mounting clamps included, two each side
Wiring terminals are located 
behind the housing
A/V End View 18
5
17
7
13
5
Strobe intensity viewing slot
Intensity selection plug, accessible 
only from rear of lens housing; 
factory setting is 177 cd
A/V Reference
V/O Reference
Ceiling mount A/V
 
 
 Wall Mount Installation Reference; Adapter Plate, Guard, and Adapter Skirt 
 Ceiling Mount High Candela Appliances Installation Reference 
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Sprinkler Layout 
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Fire Sprinkler Hydraulic Calculations 
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Hydraulic Calculations 
For 
Cotchett Education Building 
Building 002 
Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo 
February 14, 2013 
Remote Area: 1 
Remote Area Location: Second Floor 
Occupancy Classification: Light Hazard 
Density: 0.10 gpm/ft2 
Area of Application: 900 ft2 
Coverage per Sprinkler: 225 ft2 max 
Type of Sprinklers Calculated: ½” orifice, K= 5.6, Quick Response 
Number of Sprinklers Calculated: 8 
Hose Stream: 100 gpm 
Total Water Required (Including Hose Stream): 238.2 gpm @ 42.8 psi 
Type of System: Wet Pipe 
Water Supply Information: 
Static: 50 psi 
Residual: 40 psi 
Flow: 1000 gpm 
Date: N/A  
Location: Site  
Source: Local Municipality 
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Hydraulic Calculations 
For 
Cotchett Education Building 
Building 002 
Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo 
February 14, 2013 
Remote Area: 2 
Remote Area Location: Second Floor 
Occupancy Classification: Ordinary Hazard (Group 1) 
Density: 0.15 gpm/ft2 
Area of Application: Entire Room 
Coverage per Sprinkler: 130 ft2 max 
Type of Sprinklers Calculated: ½” orifice, K= 5.6, Quick Response 
Number of Sprinklers Calculated: 9 
Hose Stream: 250 gpm 
Total Water Required (Including Hose Stream): 388.8 gpm @ 37.7 psi 
Type of System: Wet Pipe 
Water Supply Information: 
Static: 50 psi 
Residual: 40 psi 
Flow: 1000 gpm 
Date: N/A  
Location: Site  
Source: Local Municipality 
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Fire Modeling: Design Fire Scenario 1 
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Design Scenario 1 
Fire Modeling Output
m m m m m %/m %/m
s SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT 1W SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT 1N SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT 1S SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT 2N SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT 2S Smoke Det 1 Smoke Det 2
Time 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 0.00 0.00
0 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 0.00 0.00
10 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 0.00 0.00
20 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 0.00 0.60
30 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.21 2.50 0.00 3.45
40 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.04 2.50 0.00 5.25
50 3.00 2.47 3.00 1.46 2.50 0.01 6.68
60 3.00 1.60 3.00 0.92 2.50 1.19 8.42
70 3.00 1.26 3.00 0.73 2.50 3.26 9.20
80 3.00 1.43 3.00 0.61 2.50 5.24 10.13
90 3.00 1.37 3.00 0.66 2.50 6.82 11.03
100 3.00 0.80 3.00 0.66 2.50 8.34 12.42
110 3.00 1.11 3.00 0.70 2.50 10.20 13.46
120 3.00 0.92 3.00 0.83 2.50 10.79 15.91
130 3.00 0.99 3.00 0.73 2.50 12.73 17.59
140 3.00 0.92 3.00 0.68 2.50 14.51 18.54
150 3.00 0.89 3.00 0.64 2.50 17.02 20.33
160 3.00 0.78 2.75 0.70 2.50 17.88 22.72
170 3.00 0.91 0.56 0.60 2.50 18.68 25.37
180 3.00 0.86 0.60 0.59 2.50 19.86 27.70
190 3.00 0.86 0.58 0.62 2.50 21.36 29.83
200 3.00 0.84 0.56 0.60 2.24 23.80 31.04
210 3.00 0.80 0.57 0.63 2.50 26.07 32.21
220 3.00 0.80 0.56 0.62 2.50 27.32 34.17
230 3.00 0.85 0.69 0.55 2.50 28.44 36.09
240 3.00 0.80 0.61 0.55 2.32 30.55 37.60
250 3.00 0.80 0.57 0.59 2.50 31.97 38.33
260 3.00 0.79 0.53 0.59 2.50 33.30 38.92
270 3.00 0.83 0.56 0.60 2.50 34.94 40.12
280 3.00 0.80 0.55 0.64 2.50 36.06 41.46
290 3.00 0.81 0.54 0.58 2.50 37.26 42.29
300 3.00 0.78 0.57 0.65 2.50 38.77 43.78
310 3.00 0.77 0.55 0.55 2.50 40.12 45.01
320 3.00 0.79 0.55 0.57 2.19 41.30 46.10
330 3.00 0.74 0.55 0.57 2.10 42.29 46.90
340 3.00 0.79 0.55 0.58 2.33 43.12 47.78
350 3.00 0.83 0.53 0.57 1.88 44.22 48.22
360 3.00 0.77 0.53 0.59 1.84 45.32 49.38
370 3.00 0.76 0.54 0.63 2.29 46.55 50.11
380 3.00 0.78 0.54 0.64 2.50 47.33 51.20
390 3.00 0.81 0.53 0.57 2.16 47.45 52.15
400 3.00 0.82 0.54 0.60 1.81 48.85 53.56
410 3.00 0.77 0.53 0.61 2.50 50.60 54.11
420 3.00 0.76 0.53 0.59 1.55 51.59 54.94
430 3.00 0.78 0.53 0.58 2.37 52.14 55.84
440 3.00 0.77 0.55 0.54 2.50 52.65 56.57
450 3.00 0.78 0.53 0.59 2.01 53.81 57.51
460 3.00 0.80 0.54 0.57 1.03 54.35 58.45
470 3.00 0.74 0.53 0.59 1.29 55.89 59.07
480 3.00 0.76 0.53 0.59 1.59 56.42 59.90
490 3.00 0.75 0.54 0.60 2.50 56.79 60.45
500 3.00 0.78 0.54 0.56 2.50 57.42 61.32
510 3.00 0.78 0.53 0.59 1.68 58.34 61.81
520 3.00 0.79 0.54 0.59 1.44 59.31 62.34
530 3.00 0.76 0.53 0.58 1.86 59.77 63.00
540 3.00 0.78 0.52 0.56 2.46 60.78 63.55
550 3.00 0.74 0.53 0.58 0.53 61.82 64.00
560 3.00 0.78 0.55 0.58 2.17 62.45 64.64
570 3.00 0.77 0.54 0.61 2.50 62.89 65.22
580 3.00 0.78 0.54 0.60 2.12 63.76 66.10
590 3.00 0.70 0.55 0.63 0.86 63.98 66.84
Yellow highlighted entries are times when smole layer decends below 1.83 m (6 feet)
Orange highlighted entries are times when smoke detectors activate
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Design Scenario 2
Fire Modeling Output
m m m %/m
s SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT N SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT S SMOKE LAYER HEIGHT C Smoke Det
Time 4.00 4.00 8.00 0.00
0 4.00 4.00 8.00 0.00
10 4.00 4.00 8.00 0.00
20 4.00 4.00 8.00 0.35
30 4.00 4.00 8.00 1.66
40 4.00 4.00 8.00 2.12
50 4.00 4.00 8.00 2.60
60 4.00 4.00 8.00 3.02
70 4.00 4.00 8.00 3.60
80 4.00 4.00 8.00 4.05
90 4.00 4.00 8.00 4.69
100 4.00 4.00 8.00 6.33
110 4.00 4.00 5.88 10.53
120 4.00 4.00 5.29 15.01
130 4.00 4.00 4.33 18.78
140 4.00 4.00 3.69 24.08
150 2.05 4.00 3.62 29.00
160 3.91 4.00 3.30 34.01
170 0.96 1.50 3.07 36.53
180 1.24 1.65 3.08 40.70
190 1.55 1.77 3.03 44.87
200 3.62 1.24 3.00 49.22
210 1.13 1.16 2.99 51.59
220 0.78 1.43 2.75 56.56
230 0.62 1.17 2.73 59.29
240 1.39 0.70 2.59 62.42
250 0.76 0.58 2.38 65.90
260 0.62 0.73 2.35 67.80
270 0.76 0.87 2.31 70.44
280 0.94 1.08 2.14 72.03
290 0.60 0.71 2.07 73.27
300 0.57 0.60 1.94 76.18
310 0.81 0.70 1.96 77.13
320 0.67 0.63 2.10 79.19
330 0.59 0.66 2.08 79.64
340 0.68 0.64 1.97 81.56
350 0.61 0.66 1.88 83.06
360 0.60 0.61 1.93 84.22
370 0.56 0.75 1.89 85.68
380 0.71 0.68 1.91 85.61
390 0.64 0.64 1.85 86.67
400 0.59 0.57 2.11 87.12
410 0.67 0.66 2.32 87.44
420 0.65 0.58 1.78 88.67
430 0.65 0.63 2.09 89.80
440 0.55 0.66 2.00 90.65
450 0.76 0.78 2.02 91.53
460 0.66 0.61 2.14 91.93
470 0.59 0.67 1.91 92.47
480 0.75 0.61 1.97 92.87
490 0.76 0.59 2.07 93.50
500 0.63 0.68 2.03 94.00
510 0.62 0.65 1.94 94.41
520 0.72 0.63 1.96 94.73
530 0.59 0.82 2.30 95.23
540 0.68 0.61 2.08 95.45
550 0.78 0.63 2.09 95.79
560 0.61 0.69 2.15 96.02
570 0.54 0.63 2.26 96.24
580 0.83 0.65 2.08 96.56
590 0.66 0.65 2.15 96.77
600
Yellow highlighted entries are times when smole layer decends below 1.83 m (6 feet)
Orange highlighted entries are times when smoke detectors activate
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